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Dear Friends,  

In its business activities, our Group has long promoted sustain-
able development. It builds on modern digital technologies and 
smart investments, alongside a corporate culture based on mu-
tual respect for the differences and talents of individuals and, last 
but not least, on an active approach to improving the quality of 
life around the airport and beyond. This approach is firmly im-
printed in our Group's strategy. I am glad that in the past year, we 
have managed to embed our principles even deeper in our DNA, 
and ensured they be reflected in a number of our activities and 
future plans. I see the Prague Airport Group’s endorsement of the 
UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development as an important 
step. The Agenda commits all UN member states to achieving sus-
tainable development of the economic, social and environmental 
areas. 

Looking back at the past year in retrospect, it was the year of the 
last historical record in the number of handled passengers. In 
the 12 months of 2019, almost 18 million people passed through 
our gates. It was also a year of major decisions about the future 
of the airport. We were very pleased with a key decision made 
by the shareholder on the airport’s future development, when 
the Ministry of Finance approved the first stage of the Terminal 2 
expansion. We became even more aware of our commitment to 
the society and a number of interesting projects emerged, which 
you can learn about in this non-financial reporting. 

Every year, sustainable operations are a vital topic for us. Last year, 
we significantly reduced our carbon footprint by 72% compared to 

2009, and by 62% year on year. At the same time, we have made  
a commitment to be completely carbon neutral by 2030. We can 
only achieve this through cooperation with other partners, which 
we try to enhance. We have also increased noise charges for 
non-compliance with the relevant coordination mechanisms in or-
der to limit night-time landings without a coordinated slot. Thanks 
to revenues from noise charges, we are one of the few airport op-
erators in the world to have expanded the options of protection 
against indoor air traffic noise by providing 100% financial support 
for installations of ventilation systems which increase noise protec-
tion inside buildings. We do not forget to observe frugality. Thanks 
to our cost-effective approach, even with the historical increase 
in the number of handled passengers, water consumption did not 
grow proportionally, but more slowly. Last but not least, we have 
expanded our activities to support biodiversity, focused on the 
immediate vicinity of the airport. We have also made progress in 
building infrastructure to protect surface waters and in a number 
of other investments that will help us reduce energy consumption. 

People have always been and will always remain the most impor-
tant thing for us. This applies not only to our employees, passen-
gers, partners, but also to neighbours living around the airport.  
A responsible approach to the citizens living in the municipalities 
and urban areas close to us is an important part of our efforts. 
We build our cooperation on open communication, non-financial 
assistance and the support of meaningful projects. Last year, we 
carefully selected and supported projects which improve the lives 
of residents of areas surrounding the airport, help protect their  

FOREWORD

Vaclav Rehor
Chairman of the Board 

of Directors
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FOREWORD

environment and support primary school education. Through pri-
mary school educational programmes, we address future genera-
tions, prompting them to adopt a responsible approach to the en-
vironment. Through a programme designed to increase language 
skills, we enable many children to improve their English language 
command and, subsequently, their options in and awareness of to-
day’s global world. 

Satisfaction and the possibility of the professional growth of our 
employees are key for both us and for smooth operations of the 
entire airport. We have therefore expanded the team which takes 
care of the employee engagement agenda. At the same time, with 
the help of the internal educational system, we systematically de-
velop expertise and erudition as well as the professional skills of 
our colleagues. We recorded a fifth more interest in this offer than 
in the previous year. Increasing the health and safety of employ-

ees, alongside effective cooperation across the company, remain 
crucial topics for us. 

Thanks to the readiness and approach of our employees, I be-
lieve that we are strong enough to handle even this difficult pe-
riod of global pandemic, which has limited airport development 
in an unprecedented way. I am proud that even at such a time, 
our Group behaves responsibly, our employees help both inside 
and outside our Group, and that we can embrace even a crisis as  
a chance to focus our attention on change. I would like to thank all 
my colleagues for their long-term participation in the responsible 
approach of Prague Airport and wish them much energy for the 
next challenging year.

Vaclav Rehor

Life is a joyful 
participation 

in the miracle of being.

Václav Havel
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PRAGUE AIRPORT GROUP 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

Letiště Praha, a. s., together with its subsidiaries, forms the Prague Airport Group (hereinafter “the Group”), associating 
companies operating in the field of air transport and related ground services. The parent company of the Group is Letiště 
Praha, a. s., whose sole shareholder is the Czech Republic, represented by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic. 

The main mission of Letiště Praha, a. s., is to operate the most sig-
nificant international civil airport in the Czech Republic, Václav 
Havel Airport Prague, which is located 17 km from the capital city 
of Prague, in an efficient and safe manner. The aim is to ensure its 
further growth, contribute to the development of civil aviation in 
the country, and maintain its accessibility to the general public and 
modern, fast and comfortable way of travelling for customers. 

The key subsidiaries of the Group are Czech Airlines Handling, a.s.,  
providing comprehensive ground handling of aircraft and passen-
gers and Czech Airlines Technics, a.s., providing aircraft mainte-
nance services.

State represented by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic

Prague Airport

Czech Airlines Handling, a.s. Czech Airlines Technics, a.s.

100%

100%

100%

100%

B. aircraft, a.s.
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PRAGUE AIRPORT GROUP GENERAL INFORMATION

Prague Airport 

Letiště Praha, a. s., (hereinafter “Prague Airport” or “PA“) organises and manages operations at Václav Havel Airport 
Prague, international civil aviation airport, allocates airport capacity to individual air carriers and provides additional 
services connected with airport operations, such as handling of passengers and their baggage and leasing airport 
space for commercial use. Prague Airport provides various other services connected with airport operations, such as 
parking and catering. PA is constantly expanding, developing and modernising its services.

In 2019, a record 17.8 million passengers passed through the gates of 
Václav Havel Airport Prague. This represents a six percent increase 
compared to the previous year. The net profit of Prague Airport 
reached over three billion CZK and exceeded the year’s plan by 16 
percent. Such achievement has not only been reached through the 
increased air trafficvolume and launches of direct routes to new des-
tinations, but also through the increase in revenues from non-avia-
tion activities thanks to the constant improvement, expansion and 
modernisation of services, all owed to the enormous efforts and 
hard work of almost three thousand employees with various spe-
cialisations, assigned various positions.

Within the Group, PA facilitates coordination, financial and strategic 
management, implements synergies and provides shared services 
to its subsidiaries. These are, for example, IT, central procurement 
and sales, partial human resources management, accounting and 
legal support, financial services and, last but not least, PR and mar-
keting. Thanks to this centralisation of the administrative services, 
there are not only significant financial savings, but also efficiency 
improvements across the Group.

Prague Airport works closely with the Ministry of Transport of the 
Czech Republic, the Civil Aviation Authority, and the Air Navigation 
Services of the Czech Republic, air carriers and public authorities 
within and outside the aviation sector. Its key partners are the 
Prague City Hall, the authorities of the city districts and municipal-
ities located in the neighbourhood of Václav Havel Airport Prague. 

PA pursues its duties in full accordance with the strategy of sustain-
able development, exercising due care and due diligence in respect 
of the economic growth of the company and carefully considers the 
social and environmental impact of its operations on the surround-
ing areas and the Czech Republic.

Exceeding the 17 Million Handled Passengers Milestone
(Tweet), Twitter Impressions (i.e. a total tally of all the times 
the Tweet has been seen): 10,405.
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PRAGUE AIRPORT GROUP GENERAL INFORMATION

Prague Airport Administrative Bodies

The General Meeting is the highest authority in Prague Airport. It appoints and dismisses members of the Company Board of Directors and 
Supervisory Board with the exception of the two members of the Supervisory Board appointed directly by the company employees. The 
General Meeting also appoints and dismisses members of the Audit Committee. 

The four-member Board of Directors is the Statutory Body of the company, which manages its activities and acts on behalf of the entire 
company:

Ing. Vaclav Rehor, Ph.D., MBA

Chairman of the Board 

of Directors

The six-member Supervisory Board performs the controlling function. It supervises the scope of performance of the Board of Directors 

and the company’s business activities:

Pursuant to the Act on Auditors, Prague Airport has established a three-member Audit Committee, which monitors the process of 

drafting financial statements and is in charge of the company’s consolidated financial statements. It also monitors the effectiveness of 

internal control, internal audit and risk management:

Ing. Radek Hovorka

Member of the Board 

of Directors (role terminated 

on 30 September 2019)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Ing. Jiří Černík

Member of the Board 

of Directors  (role commenced 

on 15 October 2019)

Prague Airport 

K letišti 1019/6  •  161 00   Praha 6  •  T: +420 220 111 888  •  e-mail: sekretariat@prg.aero  •  Data box: ayqexy5  •  www.prg.aero

Ing. Jiří Kraus

Vice Chairman of the Board 

of Directors

Ing. Milan Špaček

Member of the Board 

of Directors

prof. Jan Švejnar, M.A., Ph.D.

Chairman of the Supervisory 

Board

Ing. Petr Šobotník

Member of the Supervisory Board

Jiří Hošek

Employee-Appointed Member 

of the Supervisory Board 

Mgr. Ondřej Landa

Vice Chairman 

of the Supervisory Board

Kamil Pomahač

Employee-Appointed 

Member of the Supervisory 

Board 

SUPERVISORY BOARD

Ing. Andrea Lukasíková

Vice Chairperson of the Audit Committee

Ing. Petr Šobotník

Chairman of the Audit 

Committee

Ing. Ivo Středa

Member of the Audit Committee

AUDIT COMMITTEE
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PRAGUE AIRPORT GROUP GENERAL INFORMATION

Bc. Jiří Jarkovský 
Chairman of the Board 

of Directors 

Mgr. Lukáš Král
Member of the Board of Directors

(role terminated on 1 October 2019)

Michal Soukup
Vice Chairman of the Board 

of Directors

Ing. Tomáš Svoboda
Member of the Board of Directors 

(role commenced on 1 November 2019)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Czech Airlines Handling, a.s.
 

Czech Airlines Handling, a.s. (hereinafter “Czech Airlines Handling” or “CSAH”) provides the complex service of ground 
handling of passengers, aircraft, cargo and post at Václav Havel Airport Prague for over 40 airlines. These include 
carriers that are members of the SkyTeam Alliance and Star Alliance, as well as other airlines providing regular or 
charter passenger transport or specialising in cargo transport.

Czech Airlines Handling has dutifully maintained a high standard 
of services within the scope of ground handling of passengers and 
aircraft. This has been proven by the results of audits performed by 
individual air carriers and the ISAGO international audit of handling 
service providerson the one hand and by the expansion of the port-
folio of new customers, such as American Airlines, Belavia, Brussels 
Airlines, Eurowings, flydubai, Fly Egypt, Pegasus Airlines, pSCAT Air-
lines and SkyUp Airlines, on the other.

CSAH works closely with its parent company, also participating 
on large projects. In 2019, it collaborated with PA on the launch of 
self-service bag drop kiosks for passengers, which now allow pas-
sengers departing from Terminal 2 to check-in their baggage easily 
and without waiting. 

Aircraft refuelling services is an important area of business of CSAH. 
In 2019, CSAH continued its strategic cooperation in the field of fuel 
trade with PKN Orlen. 

Major customers of these services are Czech Airlines, easyJet,  
Korean Air, LOT Polish Airlines, the IAG Group (British Airways, Aer 
Lingus, Iberia and Volotea) and Smartwings, a.s., (formerly Travel 
Service, a.s.).

CSAH also operates its own Contact centre, which provides its servic-
es to Korean Air, and offers ticketing and operational ticketing ser-
vices. In addition, CSAH performs aircraft cleaning, aircraft de-icing 
and the service of Delayed Baggage Delivery for its customers. 

The year 2019 was very 

successful. A record ten 

new carriers expanded the 

portfolio of CSAH clients using 

its groundhandling services.

Czech Airlines Handling, a.s.
Aviatická 1017/2  •  160 08   Praha 6  •  T: +420 220 113 317  •  e-mail: csa.handling@prg.aero  •  www.czechairlineshandling.com

In 2019, CSAH employees 

handled nearly 40,000 

arrivals and departures at 

Václav Havel Airport Prague.
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PRAGUE AIRPORT GROUP GENERAL INFORMATION

Czech Airlines Technics, a.s.  

Czech Airlines Technics, a.s., (hereinafter “Czech Airlines Technics” or “CSAT”) has been providing aircraft and aircraft 
equipment repair and maintenance on the premises of Prague Airport for more than 90 years. Thanks to such 
patrimony, CSAT offers its customers high-quality services provided by experienced professionals with an emphasis 
on strict compliance with safety standards, adherence to deadlines and a flexible customer approach.

CSAH provides services locally and internationally in the following areas:

Base Maintenance

Base maintenance services are provided in Hangar F, which is de-
signed to accommodate five standard base maintenance lines for C 
and D checks, and a line six intended for A and B checks. The main 
clients of this service include the following airlines: Czech Airlines, 
Finnair, Transavia Airlines, NEOS and others. CSAT has also man-
aged to establish cooperation with major leasing companies. 

In 2019, CSAT successfully completed a two-year project of a cabin 
modificationand installation of in-flight Wi-Fi system aboard a to-
tal of 24 Airbus A320 Family aircraft of Finnair's fleet. It was the first 
large-scale project of such scope performed in direct co-operation 
with the aircraft manufacturer, Airbus.

Line Maintenance

CSAT performs the largest share of its line maintenance jobs at Vá-
clav Havel Airport Prague, where it is also the largest provider of 
services in this segment. In 2019, CSAT provided line maintenance 
services to more than 85% of the carriers operating flights to/from 
Prague.

Components Maintenance

CSAT focuses primarily on workshop repairs of ATR, Airbus A320 / 
A330 and Boeing 737NG aircraft components, while continuously 
updating and expanding its "Capability List". In 2019, CSAT also en-
tered into a long-term strategic partnership with VAS Aero Services 
in the segment of complete support and repairs of aircraft slides and 
batteries. CSAT also offers its services in the segment of wheel and 
brake repairs and has recently introduced a 24/7 customer support 

in the segment of aircraft material procurement and repairs of rotat-
ing aircraft components.

Consumables Sales

Among other things, CSAT is also active in the market segment of 
aircraft consumables sales, both from its own large inventory and 
through the established network of suppliers, to secure individual 
customer requirements. In comparison to other industries, a suffi-
cient amount of stored spare parts is key in situations where it is nec-
essary to replace a component as quickly as possible so as to ensure 
the aircraft’s speedy return to operations. In 2019, CSAT launched  
a new e-commerce portal that provides customers with the option 
of ordering consumables in an easy manner and supports efficient 
and fast order processing.

CAMO Support

CSAT provides services to aircraft operators to ensure the airworthi-
ness of their aircraft, as part of the Continuing Airworthiness Man-
agement Organisation (CAMO) support.

Landing Gear Maintenance

In 2019, CSAT successfully completed a number of landing gear 
maintenance projects at the level of overhauls, partial repairs and 
inspections of aircraft landing gear, as well as the new and classic 
generations of Boeing 737 landing gear sets. CSAT owns five spare 
landing gear sets for Boeing 737 and has gained a number of new 
customers as a result.

Mgr. Pavel Haleš  
Chairman of the 

Board of Directors 

Ing. Igor Zahradníček 
Vice Chairman of the 

Board of Directors 

Ing. Petr Doberský
Member of the Board 

of Directors 

(role commencement 

on 21 January 2019)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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PRAGUE AIRPORT GROUP GENERAL INFORMATION

Czech Airlines Technics, a.s.
Jana Kašpara 1069/1  •  160 08   Praha 6  •  T: +420 220 114 227  •  e-mail: frontdesk@csatechnics.com  •  www.csatechnics.com

During the entire 

maintenance season of 2019, 

CSAT teams performed over 120 

large-scale revisions 

on Boeing 737, Airbus A320 

Family and ATR aircraft.
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OUR BUSINESS

New Destinations:

Billund, Bournemouth, Chisinau, 
Florence, Kharkov, 

Lviv, Moscow – Zhukovsky, 
New York – Newark, Nur-Sultan, 

Perm, Pescara, 
Stockholm – Skavsta, Zadar

PRAGUE AIRPORT IN 2019

RECORD NUMBER 
OF HANDLED PASSENGERS

17,804,900

YEAR-ON-YEAR INCREASE

+6.0%

No. of Long-haul 
Routes:

15

13
New Shops and 
Restaurants

New Tanker 
Depot

Overall No. of Aircraft 
Movements:

154,777
Year-on-Year Change:

-0.5%

New Airlines:

Arkia Israel Airlines,
SCAT Airlines, SkyUp Airlines, 
SunExpress, United Airlines

3
Reconstructed 
Pier B Gates

Year-on-Year 
Long-haul 

Route 
Increase: 

+10.9%

Awards:

Airport Service
Quality Award
2018

8
New Terminal 1 
Check-in Counters
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OUR BUSINESS

Aviation Business
In 2019, we handled a total of 17,804,900 passengers, which repre-
sents a six percent year-on-year growth. Such repeated growth is 
fuelled not only by the expansion of air connections to long-haul 
destinations (New York / Newark and Nur-Sultan) and increases in 
their capacity, but also by strengthening connections to the busi-
est European cities, such as London, Amsterdam and Moscow. The 
highest year-on-year increase in the number of handled passengers 
was recorded on the connections to Antalya.

It is positive news both from the airport surrounding areas and en-
vironmental impact perspectives that the record number of han-
dled passengers did not trigger a record number of take-offs and 
landings. Thanks to more efficient aircraft load factor planning, the 
number of aircraft movements fell way behind the figures of the 
record year, 2008.
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OUR BUSINESS

We welcome and support new trends that are fully in line with the 
idea of sustainable development, such as efficient aircraft load fac-
tor planning, increased aircraft capacity and the use of larger and 
more modern types of aircraft.

Last year, an average of approximately 49,000 passengers passed 
through Prague Airport every day. The busiest day was Friday, 28 
June 2019, when a record 70,979 people were handled in 24 hours. 
The busiest month of 2019 was August with 1,996,813 passengers 
checked in. 

A total of 71 carriers operated their flights from Prague to a total of 
165 locations worldwide, including 15 long-haul destinations.

Number of Passengers vs Number of Aircraft Movements

New Newark – NYC Route 
(Selected Comments)

New Newark – NYC Route (Tweet), 
Twitter Impressions (i.e. a total tally of all the times the 
Tweet has been seen): 12,884.
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OUR BUSINESS

January – December 2017 January – December 2018 January – December 2019 Y/Y CHANGE

Passengers Total 15,415,001 16,797,006 17,804,900 +1,007,894

International Flights 15,381,231 16,765,580 17,800,844 +1,035,264

Domestic Flights 33,770 31,426 4,056 -27,370

Passengers on Departure 7,705,091 8,388,619 8,892,540 +503,921

Local 7,461,607 8,170,393 8,667,550 +497,157

Transfer and Transit 243,484 218,226 224,990 +6,764

2018 2019

Regular Flights 96.12% 94.52%

Network Carriers 66.53% 63.60%

Low-Cost Carriers 29.59% 30.93%

Commission Flights 3.88% 5.48%

Charter Flights 3.75% 5.36%

Private Flights 0.13% 0.12%

Year Volume (kg)

2018 +80,915,209

2019 +81,768,140

Y/Y CHANGE +852,931

2019 
TOP Destinations

2019 
Number of Passengers

2018 
TOP Destinations

2018 
Number of Passengers Y/Y CHANGE

1. London 1,352,837 London 1,357,406 -4,569

2. Paris 850,956 Paris 828,622 +22,334

3. Moscow 847,451 Moscow 823,394 +24,057

4.  Amsterdam 759,011  Amsterdam 690,855 +68,156

5.  Frankfurt 527,851  Frankfurt 524,458 +3,393

2019 
TOP Countries

2019 
Number of Passengers

2018 
TOP Countries

2018 
Number of Passengers Y/Y CHANGE

1. Great Britain 2,169,780 Great Britain 2,061,865 +107,915

2. Italy 1,466,156 Italy 1,343,164 +122,992

3. Russia 1,257,949 Russia 1,198,445 +59,504

4. Spain 1,228,850 Spain 1,190,571 +38,279

5. France 1,170,847 Germany 1,156,998

2019 Destinations 2019 Increases in the number of passengers Increase in %

1. Antalya +86,668 40.97%

2. Amsterdam +68,244 9.88%

3. Doha +59,811 42.48%

4. Copenhagen +346,468 19.30%

5. Riga +49,595 82.56%

Passenger Pool Structure

Passenger Volume Share

TOP Countries

TOP Destinations

Destinations with Greatest Passenger Number Increases

Sum Total of Transported Cargo (kg)
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OUR BUSINESS

Non-aviation Business

Airport Lounges AeroRooms Reception

Commercial Zone
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OUR BUSINESS

2019 Events

Duty Free
Lagardère Duty Free s.r.o becomes the winner of a public Duty-Free 
tender covering 4,235 m2. The company is a part of the Lagardère 
Travel Retail Group, which actively promotes sustainable develop-
ment. The quality of the services and assortment offered amounted 
to 50% of the case evaluation scheme, while the second 50% was 
awarded based on the amount of rent offered.

Food & Beverage
The following operations introduced new concepts within the Food 
& Beverage section: 1 Minute (Lagardère Travel Retail’s brand),  
a self-service grocery shop located in Terminal 2, PizzaHut (AmRest’s 
brand), a fast food located in the connecting corridor between the 
two terminal buildings, and last bast not least, Burger King and Costa 
Coffee (both part of the Lagardère Travel Retail chain) in Terminal 2.

Retail
The very first Björn Borg shop in the Czech Republic opens at Terminal 
2 – learn more about the brand sustainable development here. 
The winner of the tender in the Travel Essentials segment is called  
a concept of Relay – Lagardère Travel Retail with seven units.

Services
We opened the airport AeroRooms hotel in September. It offers  
a total of fourteen comfortable renovated rooms accessible 
from both public and restricted areas of the airport. We have also  
increased the capacity of our airport lounges. The tender for an ATM 
operator was won by the original tenant, Moneta Money Bank – 
more about CSR here.

Retail

Duty Free

F&B

6,533
44%
36 F & B

4,778
33%
67 RETAIL
Shops

3,340
23%
15 Duty Free Shops

of Retail 
Space

14,651 m2

2,540
43%
17 F & B

1,467
25%
30 RETAIL
Shops

1,890
32%
7 Duty Free Shops

of Retail 
Space

5,897 m2

3,993
46%
19 F & B

3,311
38%
37 RETAIL
Shops

1,450
16 %
8 Duty Free Shops

of Retail 
Space

8,754 m2
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DEVELEOPMENT STRATEGY
To provide air transport services in the catchment area, primarily 
with regard to the growing demand for flying, in a way which ensures 
that the airport remains competitive in the future and maintains 
its status of one of the most modern and safest airports in Europe 
is the strategic goal of Prague Airport. The airport development will 
also lead to the optimisation of revenues from both aviation and 
non-aviation business and increase its attractiveness to passengers 
and infrastructure users. Thanks to the efficient expansion of its 
operational capacity, the airport will continue to contribute to the 
development of sustainable tourism, alongside getting a lot closer 
to reaching the goal of becoming the first choice for passengers from 
the catchment areas of the Czech Republic, southern Poland and 
Saxony, Germany, as well as a preferred air hub.

Prague Airport Development

We have been working intensively on a long-term development strat-
egy since 2015. In November 2019, our sole shareholder, the Ministry 
of Finance of the Czech Republic, approved an investment in the first 
stage of the Terminal 2 expansion in the amount of approximately 
CZK 16 billion. This is the first part of an extensive airport development 
plan, which includes a structural expansion of Terminal 2, a construc-
tion of a parallel runway and further developments of the Airport City.

Terminal 2 Expansion

As part of the Terminal 2 expansion, the existing Pier D will be extend-
ed through the addition of new aircraft stands, departure gates and 
passenger boarding bridges. In addition, a brand-new Pier E will be 
built alongside a new central area with one security screening point 
common for the entire airport. The steps will increase the operational 
capacity and the comfort of passengers and infrastructure users, and, 
last but not least, enhance security. 
Terminal 2 will be expanded in stages, based on the current needs of 
the airport and careful consideration of investments in the light of cur-
rent market developments and the economic situation.

Stage 1 of Terminal 2 Expansion 

• A Pier D extension through the addition of nine new contact air-
craft stands with gates and passenger boarding bridges, out of 
which five stands will be fitted for the alternative handling of air-
craft servicing long-haul routes.

• The construction of a new public space in front of Terminal 2 com-
prising two new parking buildings, a new overpass and connected 
roads.  

• Revitalization of a space called Plaza, which is a public area in 
front of the future terminal building with restaurants and shops.

In this regard, in March 2019, we presented proposed solutions 
based on an architectural tender. 

Visualisation of Prague Airport Planned Development 

Prague Airport Development Plans – Twitter Impressions (i.e. a 

total tally of all the times the Tweet has been seen): 13,047.

Prague Airport Development Plans – Selected Comments 
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Stage 2 of Terminal 2 Expansion

• The construction of a central part with one large security screening 
point common for the entire airport.

Stage 3 of Terminal 2 Expansion

• The construction of a brand-new Pier E with new contact aircraft 
stands and gates for handling aircraft servicing both long- and 
short-haul routes. 

• The actual construction is planned after 2035 with regard to so-
cio-economic requirements and other variables.

Airport City

As part of the strategic development plan, infrastructure construc-
tions, for example medical facilities, university campuses, devel-
opment centres, sports grounds, hotels, as well as large technical 
operational units such as hangars, cargo areas and parking stands, 
are planned in the future in the northern and southern public parts 
of the airport. Outdoor parking areas or administrative, commercial 
and service facilities could also be added in the future. 

Parallel Runway 

A parallel runway ‘pRWY’ has been a part of the airport development 
plans since the late 1960s. According to the current updated fore-
casts, the construction should begin in 2025 with the completion 
planned in 2028. The runway, primarily intended for landings, will 
be 3,100m long. Between 10:00 p.m. and 05:59 a.m., traffic on this 
runway will be completely disrupted, while the entire airport will be 
closed for operations between midnight and 05:29 a.m., which will 
provide a noticeable relief for the residents of municipalities and 
boroughs surrounding the airport. 

After the launch of operations of the parallel runway, the operations 
of the secondary runway 12/30, the axis of which runs above dense-
ly populated parts of Prague and Kladno, will be discontinued. This 
will bring significant relief to hundreds of thousands of residents in 
the vicinity of the airport during daytime, solve the issue of safety 
associated with the crossing of two runways and ensure the entire 
airport traffic becomes smoother.
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MORE TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES

• Czechs will be able to fly abroad more comfortably.

• There will be a greater development of direct air 
connections to the entire world.

• A wider range of connections can have a positive effect 
on the cost of flying.

WEALTHIER COUNTRY

• The activity of PA and all other entities 
pursuing business activities in the tourism 
sector has a share of approximately 3% in 
the total GDP of Czechia, while the tourism 
has a share in employment of more than 
4%.

• Prague Airport Developmnet will support 
incoming tourism, which will, in turn, result 
in higher income for the entire country.

• There will be an inflow of investments and 
growth of business relations.

MORE JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES

• New jobs will be created at 
the airport, in the tourism 
sector and other areas.

BETTER SERVICES 
AND GREATER COMFORT 
FOR ALL PASSENGERS

• Prague Airport Developmnet will increase 
capacity and also ensure comfort for 
passengers.

• Prague Airport will remain a modern 
European air hub.

• Without increasing the terminal building 
capacity, passengers will experience 
longer queues and slow check-in 
procedure.

PRAGUE AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT 
BENEFITS FOR THE CZECH REPUBLIC
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IMPORTANCE OF AVIATION FOR  
THE CZECH REPUBLIC

CZECH
REPUBLIC

65
    thousand 
 jobs supported

  25 thousand direct jobs
in aviation

13 thousand tourism catalytic jobs

  20 thousand indirect jobs
(aviation supply chain)

  6 thousand induced jobs
 (other industries supported through aviation
employees’ consumption)
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Prague Airport Development to Be Sustainable Long-term

It is already our goal and strategy to develop PA in a sustainable way, considered of citizens and environmental 
protection. We actively reduce the negative impacts of the aviation industry.

We want to be completely carbon neutral by 2030. This can only be achieved through 

cooperation with other partners, such as airlines, handling companies, public transport 

operators and others.

Already in 2019, we reduced our carbon footprint by 72% compared to 2009. We are 

currently preparing, for example, the signature of a Memorandum on Cooperation with our 

partners to reduce CO2 emissions.

1

2

We have endorsed the UN’s 2030 Agenda on Sustainable Development, which commits 

Member States to achieving the sustainable development of the economic, social and 

environmental pillars. We want to be a leader in sustainable development.

3

Our plans for the future development of PA are drafted with adherence to the support 

of the sustainable tourism concept. To this end, we will continue to develop long-haul 

connections to destinations in North America and Asia, which will result in arrivals of 

tourists interested in the Czech Republic, our local culture, history and society. Tourists 

with greater budgets who will spend several nights in the Czech Republic. Within the 

Touchpoint platform, we are already working with the Czech Tourist Board - Czechtourism, 

Prague City Tourism and the Central Tourist Office of the Central Bohemian Region to 

support the development of air connections from long-haul destinations in order to reach 

solvent passengers.

4

We are already voluntarily investing tens of millions of crowns a year in our surrounding 

areas, namely in environmental projects, public benefit projects and primary school 

educational programmes, such as the Environmental Programme, where future generations 

learn a responsible approach to the environment. The PA’s support of language command 

allows children to get a better view of and gain broader opportunities in today's globalised 

world.

5
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WE ARE A RESPONSIBLE COMPANY
Despite the fact that the year 2019 represents, for the fourth consecutive time, a year in which a historical record 
in the number of handled passengers was reached, we realize that economic profit is not the only key long-term 
attribute of a successful business. We consider being a responsible company a part of our long-term strategy.

Stakeholders
The operations of Václav Havel Airport Prague are directly or indirectly affected by a comprehensive range of stakeholders. Some of them 
are our key partners, whose activities fundamentally affect our business and the sustainable development of the entire Group. Therefore, the 
mutual cooperation impact is significant not only for us and our partners, but also for the development of Prague and the Czech Republic. The 
very open Czech economy relies on high-quality and sufficient capacity of air transport; thus, the Prague Airport Group is a part of the state's 
critical infrastructure.

• Associations
• Authorities of the Czech Republic  (Ministries, the Civil Aviation Authority of the Czech Republic, the Air Accidents Investigation Institute, 

the government agency CzechTourism, building authorities, the Labour Offices of the Czech Republic, cadastral offices, health stations,  
Railroad Administration (Správa železnic), the Directorate of Roads and Motorways and others)

• Carriers (railway, bus and others)

• Companies (the Prague Public Transit Company and others)

• Confederations, Councils and Unions (the Transport Union, the Confederation of Industry of the Czech Republic, the Ecumenical Council 
of Churches in the Czech Republic and others)

• Customers (IATA, ICAO, EASA, ECAC, EUROCONTROL a další)

• Municipality v okolí letiště (airlines, passengers, clients and others)

• Educational institutions (the University of Chemistry and Technology Prague, the Czech Technical University in Prague, Secondary  
Vocational School of Civil Aviation (Střední odborná škola civilního letectví Praha-Ruzyně), Beekeeping Research Institute and others)

• Handling Companies
• Hospitals in Prague and Kladno
• Influencers
• Interest Associations (the Prague Airport Region and others)

• International Organisations (IATA, ICAO, EASA, ECAC, EUROCONTROL and others)

• Media (radio, television, press and more)

• Municipalities of the Airport Surrounding Areas  the Prague City Hall, city districts, municipalities and more)

• Non-profit Organisations and Foundations, Sheltered Workshops
• Partnered Airports (Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, Incheon International Airport Corporation and others)

• Patient Organisations
• Plane Spotting Clubs (Planes.cz, Klub letecké fotografie/LKPR Spotters)

• Public Benefit Societies  (the Václav Havel Library and others)

• Social Network and Streaming Service Operators
• Societies 
• State Contributory Organisations  (the Prague City Tourism, the Institute of Planning and Development of the Capital City of Prague and 

others)

• State-owned Enterprises  (the Air Navigation Services of the Czech Republic, Czech Post and others)

• Suppliers of Goods and Services (energy, materials, repairs and maintenance, services and more)

• The Government of the Czech Republic
• The Integrated Rescue System of the Czech Republic (the Fire Rescue Service, the Police, emergency medical services and others)

• The Parliament of the Czech Republic
• The Public
• Trade Unions (Prague Airport, CMKOS, OSD and others)
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Corporate Social Responsibility Concept
Based on the identification of stakeholders, we have defined five important areas which are key both for us and for 
the sustainable development of all our key stakeholders:

WE HAVE HELP RUNNING 
THROUGH OUR VEINS

Michal Tittl, our colleague and member of the Prague 

Airport Rescue and Firefighting Unit, struggled with 

myelodysplastic syndrome, which he fought off thanks 

to the help of his colleagues, alongside other things. 

After his recovery, he became the initiator and the 

public face of a campaign to support the donation of 

hematopoietic cells in cooperation with the Institute for 

Clinical and Experimental Medicine (IKEM), the official 

registry. Thanks to Michal’s endeavours, potential new 

donors were registered in a short period of time. These 

were not only his fellow firefighters and colleagues 

from Prague Airport and the entire Czech Republic,  

but also members of the general public.

Prague Airport’s 
corporate 

responsibility concept 
comprises the 

following areas:

Environmental 
Protection

Assistance and Support 
of Surrounding Areas

Ethical and Transparent 
Business Conduct

Employee Care

Support of the Non-Profit 
Sector

CZK
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ETHICAL 
AND 
TRANSPARENT 
BUSINESS 
CONDUCT

CZK
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ETHICAL AND TRANSPARENT BUSINESS CONDUCT
A company's reputation is an important asset, which takes years to build but can be lost within seconds. We are 
aware that our internal and external corporate image relies on the behaviour of each individual employee. Hence, 
we place emphasis on high moral standards and strengthening our ethical corporate culture. We have defined our 
approach in The Code of Conduct and Ethical Principles document.

The Code of Conduct

Our long-term goal is to form a strong corporate ethical culture and 
a sustainable business. Therefore, we require a personal responsi-
bility be assumed by each employee for its enforcement. The Code 
of Conduct and Ethical Principles document, which is published on 
our website, is the key tool of strategic management and corporate 
culture shaping. It includes set patterns of conduct, standards, val-
ues, procedures and practices. Our employees are acquainted with 
the policy at our entry training. We also provide regular inhouse fol-
low-up training.

Ethical Principles

Since we are aware of the risks of malpractice, including corruption, 
which could undermine our sustainable development, we system-
atically monitor and prevent these risks from impacting our opera-
tions. Accordingly, we assess the risks inherent to each job position 
on an individual basis and review the candidates’ criminal record 
and personal integrity in the case of high-risk positions. In terms of 
preventing conflicts of interest, including the issue of competitive 
roles, we have defined clear principles, which we actively enforce. 
We have also determined rules for receiving kinds (gifts and favours). 
Above all, we do apply our Ethical Principles both internally and ex-
ternally, throughout our business relations and deals.

Compliance Ethics Line

Suspected malpractice can be reported anonymously by both em-
ployees and the general public using the company’s Ethics Line. In 
2019, we received dozens of reports which we thoroughly reviewed 
and processed.  
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ETHICAL AND TRANSPARENT BUSINESS CONDUCT

CORPORATE 
VALUES

SAFETY
We are aware that the main prerequisite 

for safety in the air is safety on the ground. 
Our mission is to provide an above-standard 
level of air travel safety and keep improving 

it at all times. Striving to increase safety 
is a natural part of our job.

TRANSPARENCY 
We stand behind our decisions. We pursue 
open communication with our customers, 

business partners, employees and 
the general public. In all situations, 
we act correctly, in a trustworthy 

manner and with mutual 
respect.

COMPETITIVENESS
We support creative and innovative ways 

of thinking and actively look for 
opportunities to achieve our goals. 

We work hard and consider 
high-quality work to be 

the norm.

CUSTOMER ORIENTATION
Our customer satisfaction is the only 
acceptable measure of our success. 

We treat every customer on an individual 
basis with the utmost care as every 

person is important to us.

RESPONSIBILITY
We are a good partner, an inspiring employer 

and an outstanding neighbour. We require 
that every one of us assume personal 

responsibility. We are aware that all our 
decision in�uence both the company 

future and the future of our 
surrounding. 
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ETHICAL AND TRANSPARENT BUSINESS CONDUCT

Security 

Ensuring security is one of the most important tasks in air transport. The operations of Václav Havel Airport Prague 
are very complex, which requires due cooperation of various specialists from all aviation operation departments to 
manage and comprehend a large number of tasks. Our mission is to provide an above-standard level of air travel 
safety and security and continue improving it at all times. Civil aviation security is an important part of national 
security. Therefore, we purposefully motivate all our employees to take an active approach in increasing airport 
security. 

Safety

The main prerequisite for safety in the air is safety on the ground. Oper-
ational safety is a set of measures preventing human errors, predomi-
nantly unintentional conduct due to unawareness of or omission of job 
duties, missing or incorrectly set operational processes, failures of tech-
nologies or force majeure.

Safety Management System (SMS)

The Safety Management System represents an active and systematic ap-
proach to the field of operational safety at the airport. Its goal is to pur-
posefully and systematically increase safety. SMS is managed by Prague 
Airport which closely co-operates with organisations involved in airport 
operations. Just like the entire airport, the SMS is certified by the Civil 
Aviation Authority of the Czech Republic.

The System Comprises
• Actively searching for potential threats 
• Decreasing already defined risks which could cause injuries to people 

and/or damage valuable aviation technology 
• Helping prevent both serious aviation accidents and less serious 

events, such as clashes with other devices, electricity pylons, birds and 
animals 

• Working closely with the Civil Aviation Authority based on EU Regula-
tion No. 139/2014 

• Reports via WhatsApp as one of our tools in making the SMS more  
appealing to younger employees. 

Voluntary Safety Reports
Voluntary safety reports filed by aircraft crew members, handling 
agents and other ground operation entities are the most important 
part of the SMS with regard to real operations. The Safety department 
regularly encourages those involved in the process to report any irreg-
ularities and deviations from safety directives, procedures and from 
the operational safety in general. The impunity of the person reporting 
an event is the main principle of the promoted safety culture. Only on 
the basis of such reports, we can assess such event with expertise and 
eliminate the risk of its recurrence. Employees can report events anon-
ymously via the airport's website.

Three SMS Objectives
a. To Supervise Current Airport Operations

The process consists of regular audits and inspections of operations 
with the goal of repeatedly checking whether the infrastructure re-
mains intact and procedures are properly set and followed, as well 
as reviewing whether what used to be considered safe remains safe.

b. To Ensure Future Airport Safety
The airport keeps changing and every change may represent a safety 
threat. All new procedures must be carefully reviewed and evaluat-
ed prior to their implementation. Unless evaluated as safe, a change 
cannot be implemented.

c. To Convey Lessons from the Past
If, despite all employee efforts, a safety issue occurs, threating the op-
erational safery, it is necessary to learn from it. All negative events are 
thoroughly analysed and appropriate solutions to eliminate the cause 
are proposed consecutively to prevent their potential reoccurrence.
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Safety bus
We regularly organise gatherings on a SAFETY BUS for those 
employees who work in the airfield. The safety inspector thus has 
a chance to learn which risks they encounter in their line of work, 
what flaws they notice and what improvement suggestions they 
have in order to ensure everything works safely 24/7. In return, the 
inspector finds suitable ways of introducing interesting information 
to the employees regarding various safety topics. The attendance is 
voluntary and there is a safety gift prepared for employees who visit 
the bus. 

Security

Security is a term describing a set of activities aimed at protecting civ-
il aviation from acts of unlawful interference. When applied, it focuses 
on tools and measures to prevent unlawful conduct aboard aircraft, in 
terminal buildings and in the airport’s vicinity. Security controls of pas-
sengers and baggage are probably the most known security procedures. 

Security Strategy 
The purpose of our security strategy is to define the ways in which 
employees, passengers and other users of the airport are protected 
against potential threats. Airport resources, information, integrity 
and reputation of the company are also protected. The environment 
safety evaluation and the risk analysis of threats to our assets is also 
a part of the strategy. 

Security Strategy Components:
• Protection of Civil Aviation Against Unlawful Acts (airport security 

guards, security control of passengers andbaggage)
• Protection of People, Company Assets and Employees
• Protection of Public Order and Crime Prevention
• Administrative Safety and Information Safety
• IT Safety
• Prague Airport Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Unit
• Operational Safety
• Health and Safety at Work

Measures to Increase Security
We continuously search for additional opportunities and implement 
new measures, which leads to increased airport security as well as 
aids the security forces of the Czech Republic in the fight against  
extremism and organised crime, including arms and drug trafficking. 

In 2019, we introduced or increased the efficiency of the following 
measures (for security reasons, we cannot provide details on spe-
cific measures in this area):

• We organised a comprehensive exchange of all employee identifi-
cation cards. As part of this complete periodic exchange, we issued 
tens of thousands of cards and added another security layer, a bi-
ometric feature.

1. OLE staff (airport security)

2. BEK staff (security check)

3. OLE staff (airport security)

4. We have installed AED defibrillators around the airport

4

3

1

2
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• We purchased 10 AED automated external defibrillators, one of 
which helped save the first human life in May.

• We invested in further development of the new central security 
screening point for passengers departing from Terminal 2. This 
way, our employees now enjoy a modern workplace, while pas-
sengers benefit from a more pleasant travel experience.

• We launched a system for automatic biometric face detection 
aimed at wanted persons.

• We acquired software for recognition of number plates, which pro-
vides a comprehensive overview of the movement of vehicles on 
all airport access and departure roads.

• We installed entry validation devices includingtravel document 
readers that verify the authorisation of passengers’ access to air-
port restricted areas.

•  We installed radiation detection devices that ensure 100% radi-
oactivity monitoring of all air cargo passing through the airport. 

• We actively performed inspection of suspicious objects and de-
tection of dangerous chemicals, primarily narcotics, psychotropic 
substances and explosives.

• We bought modern protective gear.
• We provided joint training for airport staff and security forces.
• In 2019, we organised the following events to increase security:

Aircraft EVAC, 2019
In mid-April, we organised a joint exercise of the security and oper-
ational units of Prague Airport and the units of Integrated Rescue 
System. The subject of the exercise was a model intervention in  
a crashed aircraft, rescue and firefighting work and evacuation as 
well as treatment of wounded persons and their transport to hospi-
tals within the trauma plan. The exercise used the services of a num-
ber of extras and was attended by members of the Czech Red Cross 
– IFRC and guests from the professional community.

Perpetrator (Útočník), 2019
At the end of November, we used the fact that the Terminal 1 build-
ing was almost empty and organised an emergency and methodical 
exercise in cooperation with the Police of the Czech Republic, name-
ly the Foreign Police Inspectorate. Several model situations were re-
hearsed with an active attacker. More than a hundred of extras from 
company employees and externists took part in the training.

8

4

5

6

7

4.–5.  Central Security Control

6.–8.  Joint Exercise of Prague Airport and Integrated 
Rescue System Units
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Prague Airport Aircraft Rescue 
and Firefighting Unit

Prague Airport Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting Unit (hereinafter “the 
ARFF”) represents a significant support in security not only at Václav 
Havel Airport Prague, but also, as a member of the Integrated Res-
cue System, of its broader surroundings. The ARFF performs an im-
portant role of fire protection on the premises of the airport, in the 
surrounding areas and on adjacent roads and motorways, assisting 
during traffic accidents. Our firefighters provide a professional non-
stop service 365 days a year. 

They undergo repeated demanding training and courses lasting 
more than 6,000 hours a year. Their training includes a theoretical 
part, such as tactics, regulations and hazardous substance proper-
ties. Practical training focuses on working with technology and takes 
place abroad on special simulators. Physical training is also required 
to maintain adequate fitness for their service. Furthermore, our fire-
fighters undergo a number of tactical and verification exercises, both 
on their own and alongside the Integrated Rescue System units.  
Cooperation betweem the ARFF and other security units operating 
at the airport is quintessential. 

Aviation Operations 2019 2018

Air Crash 2 0

Full Alert 4 5

Local Alert 23 9

Other Technical Assistance 0 3

On-board Assistance 70 77

ICAO Tactical and Practice Training 34 41

Sum total 133 135

Intervention Cause 2019 2018

Fire 18 10

Traffic Accident 25 16

False Alarm 2 4

Technical Assistance 2 6

Other Technical Assistance 4 0

Leakage of Oil Substances 1 0

Helicopter Decontamination 1 0

Gas Leak 0 1

Sum total  53 37

Type of Activity 2019 2018

SD Flight Alert 55 41

Aviation Fuel Handling 110 118

Height Technology and Miscellaneous Work 45 104

Fire Hazardous Work 17 6

Other Activites 70 0

Sum total  297 269

Non-Aviation Operations 2019 2018

Fire  25 26

Traffic Accident 5 10

Other Technical Assistance 27 178

Technical support 66 0

Leakage of Hazardous Substances 16 0

Leakage of Oil Substances 219 0

Fire Alarm 170 60

Tactical Training (Buildings) 39 41

False Alarm 0 20

Others 4 0

Sum total 571 335

Interventions per Year 2019 2018

Total 704 470

Intervention Statistics Within Prague Airport Premises Intervention Statistics Outside Prague Airport Premises 

Assistance Activities Within Prague Airport Premises
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Customer Orientation 

Passenger Care  

• For families with children in pushchairs, we have launched a new 
dedicated security screening service at Terminal 2, which will en-
sure an easier and more comfortable passage through the airport. 
This separate security screening point at Terminal 2, in a playful 
design with trained security staff, complements more than ten 
children's corners, mini corners and larger spaces called Baby 
Rooms. Long-term, we have been trying to expand and improve 
our services for families with children – our important customers.

• In February 2019, we installed self-service baggage claim kiosks, 
which improved both the user comfort of passengers and the 
work of our employees. The project was implemented in cooper-
ation with the handling companies of Menzies Aviation and Czech  
Airlines Handling.

• To facilitate passenger orientation, we have placed operational 
information in front of each gate in Terminal 1 describing the ser-
vices located inside the gate. The measure aims to streamline the 
movement of passengers when boarding aircraft.

• In the BUS arrival gate in Terminal 1, we have installed benches 
and covered the glass windows with a large-format Prague pano-
rama to make the wait for the connecting flight more pleasant for 
passengers.  

• We launched operations of a new relaxation zone in Terminal 2 
in order to maximise passenger comfort in the operationally-de-
manding summer season.

• In order to enhance passenger information services, we have in-
creased the number of our field information assistants, members 
of the so-called Red Team. For the summer season, we had a total 
of 140 information assistants in red T-shirts available, which is 15% 
more than last year.

• We have installed digital navigation to Pier B in Terminal 1, which 
allows us to provide information to passengers in six languages, 
namely Czech, English, Korean, Chinese, Arabic and Russian. The 
new technology is still in the pilot phase. If it proves useful, the 
airport will consider its use at other locations around the airport 
as part of regular routine.  

• In 2019, we became the main partner of the new mobile game 
called the World of Airports, which offers an authentic, virtual en-
vironment where every player can manage an airport and own an 
airline. 

• Our employees joined a book collection. The donated books were 
then placed in bookcases located in the passenger areas of termi-
nals. The goal was to make passenger visits to the airport more 
pleasant.

• In September 2019, we joined the World Tourism Day event and 
welcomed the Around the World festival at the airport on the  
occasion. The general and professional public could attend lec-
tures by famous travellers, influencers and bloggers, and taste for-
eign delicacies. 

• In November 2019, in cooperation with the Václav Havel Library, 
we launched an exhibition of photographs called Václav Havel as a 
Statesman and Passenger, on the occasion of the 30th anniversa-
ry of the Velvet Revolution. In 16 period photographs, passengers 
were able to see the former president during his tenure. A memo-
rable photograph of Václav Havel with the British rock band The 
Rolling Stones and the welcome of Pope John Paul II shortly after 
his arrival in Prague were among the exhibited photos.

• In December 2019, we dressed the airport the part for Christmas, 
organised Christmas concerts, offered children airport tours with 
St. Nicholas and allowed passengers to buy Christmas presents 
from those offered by sheltered workshops and non-profit or-
ganizations. On Christmas Day, our employees handed out gin-
gerbread biscuits in the shape of an airplane to passengers. The 
event was organised in cooperation with the Blue House sheltered 
workshop as a symbol of the celebration of peace, reciprocity and 
family.

World of Airports – příspěvek 
Počet impresí (tzn. kolikrát se lidem zobrazil daný 
příspěvek): 3 645. Celkový počet reakcí (tzn. jaké 
zapojení, engagement, příspěvek vyvolal): 477.
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Care Provided to Passengers with Disabilities

We pay great attention to provide professional services to passen-
gers with specific needs. The aim is to ensure their comfortable, safe 
and uninterrupted journey through the airport and assistance that is 
tailored to the needs of each person. 

We work closely with the National Council of Persons with Disabili-
ties of the Czech Republic, consulting the quality of our services for 
people with specific needs and the availability of information pro-
vided to them, including suggestions on modifications to our web-
site. Together, we try to identify additional improvements. 
At the same time, we use the help of experts during employee train-
ings on an appropriate approach and communication towards peo-
ple with disabilities. In March 2019, we opened a new gate for pas-
sengers with disabilities or reduced mobility and orientation.

Services for Passengers with Specific Needs
• We provide 24/7 complimentary assistance. 
• Approximately 70 employees provide assistance during security 

screening, help escort passengers through security control points 
and the airport, assist them on boarding the aircraft via a modern 
Ambulift forklift and locating their seat aboard the aircraft.

• There are a total of 20 contact points across the airport premises, 
out of which two are designed as comfortable waiting areas with 
assistance located directly in departure halls of both terminal 
buildings. 

• Guaranteed free parking at the airport for ZTP/P and, as of recent, 
ZTP card holders. 

• Based on a request by the Association of Physically Disabled, we 
allow assistants to passengers with disabilities to be present dur-
ing the process of loading and offloading special electric wheel-
chairs to/from aircraft to prevent any damage resulting in serious 
limitations to the independence of wheelchair owners.

• The option of ordering a special taxi for people with specific needs 
is provided by our contractual partner, Taxi Praha s.r.o.

Customer Satisfaction (ASQ)

Detailed information is available at  
https://www.prg.aero/en/persons-reduced-
mobility-and-orientation.

Year Number of Assistances Provided

2013 34,294

2014 34,842

2015 37,244

2016 40,508

2017 46,872

2018 54,290

2019 61,525 

Number of Assistances Provided

ASQ Victory – Tweet and Comments 
Twitter Impressions (i.e. a total tally of all the times the 
Tweet has been seen): 3,712; Engagements (i.e. a total 
number of times a user interacted with a Tweet): 114.

ASQ Victory and Award Ceremony  – Tweet and Comments
Twitter Impressions (i.e. a total tally of all the times the 
Tweet has been seen): 5,756.
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We Value Feedback

We realise that all reactions of passengers and other airport users 
to the services we provide, even negative, represent a very valuable 
source of information and important feedback, which we whole-
heartedly welcome. Our clients’ satisfaction is our top priority. 
Therefore, we include the received input in regular analyses evalu-
ating the services provided by us and use the results as the basis for 
identifying opportunities to increase the quality of our operations. 

Suggestions, comments and other forms of feedback can be 
delivered to the responsible places via an online form available 
on our website under the "contacts" section. Input concerning 
the environment may be submitted via a shared e-mail address or 
telephone line, alongside regular communication channels and, 
to report suspected malpractice or wrongdoing, an established 
anonymous Ethical Line can also be used.

Hello!

I would like to provide feedback on one of 

your security employees Mr. XX. Mr. XX helped 

me and my husband to find and be reunited 

with our dog, which had been lost during the 

transportation process. He helped us to be calm, 

addressed us on a very polite and friendly way 

providing us information about the well-being 

of our pet and stayed with us during a very 

stressing moment for me. I am very thankful 

to him and his team for having shown such  

a human approach and I  congratulate you on 

hiring professionals like him. 

Keep up the good work :)

Dear Sir/Madam, on Friday 13 Sept 2019, after a short stay 
in your beautiful city of Prague, I was at the airport for 
the return flight to Scotland and was dismayed to learn 
that there was no free fresh drinking water refilling area 
available after going through security, and as I carry my 
own refillable bottle so as to reduce the plastic waste 
situation that is blighting our environment, but there was 
no way of refilling it, only a vending machine with a very 
high cost of 35 czk for each 1/2 ltr bottle, airports in the 
UK have free refilling areas after going through security 
with also the option of using vending machines for water 
but the cost is no more than £1 (27–28 czk,) for each 
bottle, could you please look into this matter as soon as 
possible,

Regards...

Greetings, can you please explain why the 

insect repellent called Repelent Protector 

SUN AERO (https://www.ockovacicentrum.

cz/repelenty-protector) was removed from 

my carry-on baggage at Prague Airport? The 

product is declared by the manufacturer to be 

suitable for transport aboard an aircraft. Please 

see the attached photo. The item was returned 

to me upon my return from the trip (deposit slip 

No. 1700-19), but I had to buy another product 

abroad. I will pass on your justification to AVE-

NIR, where I bought the product, and apply for 

damage compensation. Thank you.

Hello, on 25 January 2020 at 2:00 p.m., I flew 
from Václav Havel Airport Prague, Terminal 1, 
Gate A3 to Istanbul. At security screening, I had 
to pull my laptop out of my backpack, which I 
then forgot at the check point. I only noticed 
that I didn't have my laptop aboard the aircraft, 
after the "boarding completed" announcement 
was made. Airport staff found my laptop and 
brought it to me. I would like to thank very much 
all those involved and commend them for their 
helpful approach. I would like my praise to reach 
the people who have saved me a lot of money 
and worries.

COMPLIMENTS for today's airport tour 
(30 July – 9:30 a.m.) – a very pleasant 
and helpful gentleman. 
  Thank you very much!
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Hello, on Thursday, 22 November, I flew to Barcelona aboard Ryanair’s flight.  I passed an X-ray inspection at the airport around 12:30 p.m.... I fly quite frequently and have been doing so for quite some time, but no one has ever accused me of trying to sabotage the aircraft with a mechanical spray. The leader of the shift (I don't know his name) confiscated my DEET fly travel spray with a mechanical sprayer - https://klmhealthservices.com/product/travelsafe-50-traveldeet-spray/ in a rather inconsiderate way. The spray was confiscated from me with the explanation that it is a highly toxic substance, which is not allowed in the aircraft hold (I could check my carry-on), let alone on board, with the proviso that I would be able to spray it into the aircraft ventilation system and poison the pilot, including other aircraft passengers. He informed me that the product was banned throughout the EU. The management of the Avenir vaccination centres, where this spray is commonly sold, informed me that what the man told me was not true at all, and advised me to file a complaint about the staff conduct as the man basically robbed me of a spray that is not dangerous at all. What’s more, it definitely was not cheap either. I wonder how a situation is handled where airport staff member robs a passenger of something that can commonly be transported.

Complaints Statistics  

In 2019, a total of 1,534 cases were received. A frequent topic of crit-
icism was the process of handling passengers and their baggage. 
There were also cases regarding security control. It is important to 
note that complaints related to this area are often a result of the re-
luctance to accept the strict conditions of carriage imposed by air 
carriers, which are vital for safety and security. We recorded the great-
est year-on-year increase in complaints in the category of damage to 
passengers' property, which occurred during security screening. This 
increase in damage is very closely connected with the launch of oper-
ations of an automatic line, used on the T2 central security screening 
point. Unfortunately, the implementation of automation features has 
had its negative consequences, too, which cannot be completely pre-
vented. Security screening personnel were trained to pay due atten-
tion to the preparation of trays with passengers' personal belongings 
in order to prevent harmful events to the maximum extent.

Environmental related cases are analysed in detail in the Environ-
ment chapter, where important information regarding the airport’s 
approach to environmental issues and protection is provided.

Year Number of Complaints Received Number of Serviced Passengers Number of Complaints per 100K Passengers

2013 521 10,974,196 4,75

2014 456 11,149,923 4,09

2015 503 12,030,928 4,18

2016 679 13,074,517 5,19

2017 1,073 15,415,001 6,96

2018 1,280 16,797,006 7,60

2019 1,534 17,804,900 8,61

Number of Complaints Received – Overview
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The Environment

Parking

PRM

Website

Security Control

Operations of Terminals

Others

Check-in and Other Handling Services

Commercial Activities

Complained Issues 2018 2019

Security Control 211 154

Parking 135 102

Commercial Activities 107 114

Check-in and Other Handling Services 492 503

PRM 11 17

Operations of Terminals 93 105

Website 45 23

The Environment 122 105

Others 144 220

The Most Commonly Complained Issues

2019 Complaints per Individual Areas in % (Total of 1,534 Cases)

1%

38%

8%
2%8%

12%

8%

8%

16%

Komentáře:

Kněževes Viewing Deck Reopening – Tweet
Twitter Impressions (i.e. a total tally of all the times the Tweet has been seen): 7,028; 
Engagements (i.e. a total number of times a user interacted with a Tweet): 390.
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Competitiveness

To enhance our competitiveness and increase the number of connections to Václav Havel Airport Prague, we signed 
several important agreements and maintained a high rating in 2019.

• Signing a memorandum of mutual cooperation with the Air Traffic 
Control of the Czech Republic, we have strengthened mutual co-
operation in the field of operational safety, coordination of devel-
opment and investment activities at Václav Havel Airport Prague 
and prompted detailed discussions on future strategic develop-
ment issues between the management bodies of both companies.

• We have countersigned an agreement with Bamboo Airways to de-
velop a direct connection and increase tourism flow between the 
Czech Republic and Vietnam.

• We have signed a cooperation agreement with Hartsfield-Jackson 
International Airport in Atlanta, with the signing ceremony hav-
ing taken place in the United States. The main objectives are to 
support the economic growth and development of both airports, 
the mutual exchange of experience and information concerning, 
for example, the development of infrastructure, business and pas-
senger services, as well as the promotion of air transport and the 
development of the connection.

• In October, we received a higher Aa3 rating from Moody's with  
a stable outlook, compared to the previously assigned A1 rating 
with a positive outlook from June 2019. Key reasons for the higher 
rating include stable cash flow, competitive airport charges, the 
company's excellent financial profile and its essential position in 
the state infrastructure.

Memberships in Associations

• Airports Council International Europe
• Business for Society
• General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA)
• Transport Union of the Czech Republic
• American Chamber of Commerce in the Czech Republic (AmCham CZ)
• British Chamber Of Commerce Czech Republic 
• Association of Tour Operators and Travel Agents of the Czech Republic 

(ACCKA)
• Association of Czech Distribution System Operators
• Czech Institute of Internal Auditors

GNSS Centre Of Excellence and EGNOS

Prague Airport is a member of the GNSS Centre Of Excellence, in 
which it works closely with the European GNSS Agency (GSA) and 
other transport organizations on the development, testing and im-
plementation of GNSS applications. These include applications for 

airport ground operations, dashboard navigation systems for airport 
vehicles, a 3D Geographic Information System and geodetic applica-
tions. Specifically, the operating area of Václav Havel Airport Prague 
is used for the local testing of the ground transport application. In 
addition, Václav Havel Airport Prague is certified to use the EGNOS 
European satellite navigation system, which provides operators, pi-
lots and airports across Europe with improved vertical accuracy and 
integrity, improving the accessibility, efficiency and safety of air traf-
fic. This reduces the environmental impact of aviation on the airport 
surrounding areas, thanks to smoother aircraft landing processes 
which ensure aircraft use less fuel and are less noisy. 

We Regularly Attend:

• World Route Development Forum
• IATA Slot Conference
• ITB Berlin
• Safety Benchmarking Group
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Transparency

The emphasis on business transparency is a part of our strong corporate culture. We stand behind our decisions. We 
pursue open communication with our customers, business partners, employees, the media and the general public. 
In all situations, we act correctly, in a trustworthy manner and with mutual respect.

Communication with Customers and Business Partners

We communicate with our customers, i.e. airlines and non-airline 
companies, openly in order to ensure mutually beneficial coopera-
tion while maintaining a fair competition.

In the area of public procurement, we fully comply with the law, i.e. 
the Public Procurement Act, and, where possible, enforce responsi-
bility beyond the legal obligation. We also observe the general prin-
ciple of a responsible contracting authority beyond the scope of the 
law. The principle of transparency, which is a part of our corporate 
values, is included in every procurement procedure, in every acquisi-
tion. We follow other general principles, such as non-discrimination 
and equal treatment. We draft the procurement conditions in a way 
as to support a free competition. 

In 2019, we called 145 tenders for the modernisation of construction, 
transport and technical infrastructure, amounting to CZK 2.5 billion. 
The annual tender plan for the construction and modernisation of 
the infrastructure is available to all potential suppliers / bidders and 
can be reviewed here. 

The procurement of goods and services from local suppliers (i.e. 
Czech companies) equals 98.57% of the entire volume, the remaining 
percentage is covered by foreign suppliers. The volume of domestic 
and foreign procurement is described in detail in the table below. 
It is worth noting that 66.83% of the funds (CZK 3,551,672,595) has 
been spent with suppliers based in the Czech Republic.
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Communication with Employees 

We pay special attention to communication within the company. 
We support the corporate culture and employee engagement using  
a variety of channels, such as our Intranet, a printed company maga-
zine, Runway, posters, company events and meetings with company 
management. We are constantly improving these tools in line with 
the new corporate identity, using new trends and technologies. At 
the same time, we encourage and welcome employee feedback. 

Our Group works closely with all trade unions, entering in collective 
agreements, which we did also in 2019. Therefore, we inform trade 
unions about our planned organisational changes well in advance 
of their effective date. Detailed information is always available to all 
parties involved, incl. employees. 

A pocket brochure has been created for new employees, offering 
information regarding all things they need to know about Prague 
Airport and the services offered by the company.

Communication with the General Public

An essential part of PA’s responsible administration and manage-
ment as the operator of Václav Havel Airport Prague is to conduct an 
open dialogue with the general public on all topics related to airport 
operations. PA emphasises the concise, comprehensible and trans-
parent presentation of current information to the public.  

Professionals from the PA external communication department, 
associated in the PR Klub (PR Club, a professional organisation as-
sociating Czech PR professionals), in their line of work follow these 
rules, which adhere to industry standards according to the world's 
most respected Code of Conduct of IPRA, the International Associa-
tion of Public Relations.

Oblíbené Vylítávky slaví roční výročíText: Radek Šafránek
Fotografie: archiv LP

Společně s naší moderátorkou Veronikou Šubrtovou alias Weef již rok natáčíme seriál Vylítávky, ve kterém dáváme 
cestujícím užitečné tipy: jak projít bezpečnostní kontrolou, jak si sbalit zavazadlo, jak si užít dlouhé lety, jak nejlépe 
strávit volný čas na letišti, kde sehnat výhodné letenky a spoustu dalších. Celkem jsme natočili již 24 epizod a oslavili 
roční výročí. Zatímco na sociálních sítích se naši fanoušci budou s pořadem Vylítávky ještě několik týdnů setkávat, 
my už s Veronikou pilně připravujeme nové pořady, které se budou na našich kanálech objevovat od letošního pod-
zimu. O všech novinkách budete samozřejmě vědět jako první!

Seriál je mezi našimi fanoušky velmi populární a  pozitivně o  něm mluví i sama Veronika: „Ze spolupráce s letištěm mám velkou radost, skvěle zapadá do toho, co vlastně dělám, do mého cestování a jsem moc ráda, že jsem mohla přispět tím, co jsem se zatím naučila do všech videí, které jsme vytvořili. Spoustě lidí jsme, doufám, zpříjemnili nebo zjednodušili cestu.“

Děkujeme za vaši přízeň a věříme, že i naše další projekty budou stej-ně úspěšné, jako Vylítávky. 

ZAJÍMAVOSTI

• Nejúspěšnějším dílem seriálu byla epizoda o možnos-tech pozorování a focení letadel a letištních exkurzích. Tento díl pokořil hranici 1 milion oslovených diváků.
• Nejpřínosnějším a nejlépe hodnoceným dílem je Ces-tování s  powerbankami a  lithiovými bateriemi. Kladných reakcí je u tohoto videa více než 98 %.

• Natočení 24 dílů seriálu zabralo celkem 312 hodin.
• Kromě areálu letiště se seriál natáčel i  na dalších 18 lokacích, třeba i u Veroniky doma nebo na palubě letadla.

• Na vytváření každé epizody se podílí osm lidí (režisér, produkční, kameraman, ostřič, zvukař, střihač, grafik a zvuková postprodukce).

• V seriálu pravidelně vystupují i zaměstnanci, spolumo-derátorem jednoho dílu byl dokonce i náš robot Mas-ter Pepper.

Připravili jsme pro vás i  exkluzivní předpremiéru dílu, který můžete vidět jako úplně první. Weef vám v něm dá několik dobrých tipů, jak sehnat výhodně letenky a co nejvíce ušetřit.

Video můžete sledovat zde:

11

1 AIRBUS A220-300
 Letecká společnost airBaltic nasadila v úterý 9. července na lince z Rigy Airbus A220-300 s registrací YL-CSJ v barvách estonské vlajky. Jedná se už o druhý letoun ve flotile se speciální livery.

3 AIRBUS A320-200 
 Těsně před volbami do Evropského parlamentu přiletěl do Prahy Air-bus A320-200, který nosí „Say yes to Europe“ livery. Lufthansa na stroji s registrací D-AIZG propaguje pozitivní přístup k EU.

5 DASH 8 Q400
 Na lince LOT Polish Airlines z  Varšavy přiletěl turbovrtulový Dash 8 Q400 s  registrací SP-EQK, který od června nosí speciální livery      ke 100. výročí polského aeroklubu.

7 BOEING 737-700
 Společnost FlyEgypt létá do Prahy s Boeingem 737-700 v konfiguraci pro 148 cestujících. Na fotce můžete vidět stroj s  registrací SU-TML. O odbavení letů dopravce se starají kolegové z Czech Airlines Handling.

2 BOEING 747-400
 Na palubě nákladního Boeingu 747-400 s registrací TF-AMR společ-nosti Air Atlanta Icelandic byla přepravena pětice nosorožců z Pra-hy do Kigali ve Rwandě. 

4 EMBRAER 190 
 V červnu přiletěl v barvách Brazilian Air Force Embraer 190, označo-vaný jako VC-2. Stroj s číslem 2509 přiletěl s delegací ze španělské Sevilly.

6 AIRBUS A321-200NEO
 Na lince z Lisabonu do Prahy přiletěl v průběhu června letoun typu A321-200neo v barvách společnosti TAP Air Portugal. Stroj s regist-rací CS-TJN dopravce provozuje teprve od ledna letošního roku.

8 EMBRAER KC-390 
 Poprvé v Praze přistál také Embraer KC-390, který používá brazilské letectvo. Tento vojenský letoun s registrací PT-ZNX následně odletěl do Kbel na prezentaci pro českou armádu.
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SPOLEČENSKÁ ODPOVĚDNOST

Osmým rokem vzděláváme děti z okolí v ekologických tématech

Text: Tereza Žižková
Fotografie: Petr Adámek

Přes 1 300 žáků 4. a 5. tříd základních škol z okolí letiště prošlo letos pro-

gramem Ekologické výchovy. Série přednášek probíhá v rámci školního 

vyučování a věnuje se vybraným environmentálním tématům, která sou-

visejí s provozem na letišti a životním prostředím – hluku, emisím, čištění 

a ochraně vod a nakládání s odpady. Koncem června proběhla závěreč-

ná akce programu přímo v Kongresovém sále Letiště Praha. Žáci vyslechli 

zajímavé povídání o práci našich včelařů, hasičů, sokolníků a psovodů. 

Velký ohlas sklidily ukázky se zvířaty a závěrečné vystoupení footbagera 

Honzy Webera, několikanásobného mistra světa, a jojisty Roberta Kučery, 

taktéž několikanásobného mistra světa. Na závěr byly již tradičně oceně-

ny třídy, které vyhrály jednotlivé kategorie. celoročních soutěží.

V kasičkách se vybralo 366 tisíc korun 

Text: Tereza Žižková

Fotografie: Člověk v tísni

V prostorách letiště máme umístěny čtyři charitativní kasičky. V neveřejné 

zóně každého z terminálů najdete dvě. Jejich výnos putuje organizacím, 

které byly pečlivě vybrány, aby pomáhaly širokému spektru potřebných 

a různým cílovým skupinám. 

Kasička pro šest neziskových organizací

V průběhu minulého roku se do sbírkové kasičky umístěné na Terminálu 2 

podařilo nashromáždit téměř 113 tisíc korun pro šest neziskových orga-

nizací. O tuto částku se dělí Česká společnost AIDS pomoc, která nabízí 

komplexní péči lidem s HIV a jejich rodinám. Dále Centrum Paraple, kte-

ré pomáhá lidem s poškozením míchy a Nadace Naše dítě podporující 

děti v obtížné životní situaci. Oblasti pomoci nejmenším se věnuje také 

Dětské Centrum Kladno, které provozuje dětský domov, Klub přátel dětí 

dětských domovů a Fond ohrožených dětí – Klokánek Hostivice. 

Nadace Taťány Kuchařové – Krása pomoci

V  dalších dvou sbírkových kasičkách na Terminálu 1 a  2 se podařilo 

v roce 2018 vybrat bezmála 132 tisíc korun pro Nadaci Taťány Kuchařo-

vé - Krása pomoci, která je zaměřena na pomoc seniorům. 

Člověk v tísni
Do čtvrté sbírkové pokladničky, která patří organizaci Člověk v tísni, se 

za loňský rok vybralo téměř 122 tisíc korun. Ty byly použity v rámci ve-

řejné sbírky „Postavme školu v Africe“ na zlepšení podmínek pro žáky tří 

základních škol v okrsku Ndoka v Zambii. Ve škole Nangumba se tísnilo 

500 dětí v pěti třídách a pracovníci Člověka v tísni společně s místními 

obyvateli mohli přistavět dvě nové třídy. Součástí přestavby byl i kabi-

net pro učitele a také čtyři latríny s místem na mytí rukou. Rodiče a uči-

telé stávající budovu pomohli vymalovat, vyměnit dveře a okna za nové 

a kvalitnější a žáci pomohli s květinovou zahrádkou před budovou ško-

ly. „Jsme moc rádi, že se nám díky umístění kasiček na letišti daří plnit 

přání dětí chodit do čisté a bezpečné školy. S podporou letiště můžeme 

opravovat staré školy a  přistavovat nové třídy tak, aby se děti mohly 

učit a dostaly bez nadsázky šanci na lepší budoucnost,“ řekla Barbora 

Pavlousková, fundraiserka Člověka v tísni.

Letiště domluvilo setkání starostů s představiteli ŘLP a ÚCL

Text: Hana van der Hoeven

Náš nejvyšší management se pravidelně setkává se zastupiteli okolních 

obcí a městských částí. Přímost a otevřená komunikace v jednání s na-

šimi sousedy se stala základem dobře fungující spolupráce. Společné 

schůzky slouží zároveň k hledání řešení sporných bodů. Jedním z nich 

je bezpochyby hluk z  letecké dopravy. Často se při diskuzích otevřou 

i témata, která nespadají přímo do kompetence Letiště Praha. Z toho-

to důvodu byli tentokrát ke společnému stolu pozváni i představitelé 

Řízení letového provozu (ŘLP) a kontrolního orgánu Úřadu pro civilní 

letectví (ÚCL).  Starostové měli příležitost detailně prodiskutovat složi-

tosti leteckého provozu i nastavených pravidel. Padaly dotazy na způso-

by vyčkávání ve vzduchu, problematiku zpožděných letů, noční provoz, 

využívání a preferenci ranvejí, možnost udělení pokut za porušení pra-

videl nebo třeba porovnání pravidel u nás a v zahraničí. Pozitivně bylo 

přijato ujištění, že pražské letiště rozhodně nechce být velkým meziná-

rodním hubem, pro který u nás nejsou vhodné podmínky a zároveň je 

v dostatečné vzdálenosti řada letišť, která tuto funkci plní. Na závěr měli 

zájemci možnost prohlédnout si letiště z výšky řídící věže a přesvědčit 

se o náročnosti navádění letadel přímo v akci. 
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Dětský den na letišti
Text: Jan Schlenker
Fotografie: Martin Meluš

Tradičně jedna z největších akcí pořádaných pro zaměstnance skupi-

ny Letiště Praha se uskutečnila v sobotu 8. června. Dětský den, který 

se v letošním roce nesl v duchu vědy, technologie, pokroku a budouc-

nosti, proběhl na ranveji číslo 22. 

Rekordní počet účastníků, tedy zaměstnanců s  rodinami, přivítala 

prosluněná obloha s příjemnou teplotou. Dalo by se říct ideální pod-

mínky pro krásně strávené rodinné odpoledne, čemuž dopomáhal 

také bohatý program. Na své si přišli zejména milovníci technologií – 

na místě byla možnost proletět se leteckým simulátorem ve virtuální 

realitě, pohrát si s různými menšími či většími robotickými hračkami, 

nebo si naopak odpočinout v mobilním planetáriu, kde bylo možné 

shlédnout krátké snímky Neuvěřitelný vesmír, Světlo nebo Kam se 

ztrácí tma? Jako již tradičně došlo i na prezentaci „domácích“ složek. 

Svou technikou se pochlubili letištní hasiči, záchranáři, cizinecká po-

licie, něco z umění svých zvířecích kolegů pro změnu ukázaly složky 

celníků, sokolníků a  psovodů z  Ostrahy letiště. Celým odpolednem 

nás provedla moderátorka Míša Maurerová, která se však na pódiu 

nepohybovala sama. V  rámci dvou vystoupení ji vystřídala dětská 

kapela Čiperkové, která slavila ohromný úspěch nejen mezi těmi nej-

menšími. Na pódiu se objevili také zástupci aerolinek, kteří se na akci 

prezentovali a rozdali spoustu báječných cen, mezi nimiž nechyběly 

letenky.

Když se řekne letiště, zpravidla každého napadne to samé – přístav 

letadel. Samozřejmě ani ta na dětském dnu nechyběla, návštěvníci si 

mohli zblízka prohlédnout Cessnu Citation Excel, Piper Cheyenne nebo 

Beachcraft C-45H. Zpovzdálí na vše dohlížel Boeing 737 MAX.

Věříme, že se vám akce líbila a těšíme se brzy na viděnou!

INTERNÍ  AKCE

Druhý Den zdraví tohoto

roku
Text: Lenka Bělohradská

Fotografie: Jiří Hannich

Na druhém Dni zdraví, 5. června, jste si znovu mohli nechat vyšetřit 

tlak a  cholesterol, změřit si hladinu cukru v  krvi, zkontrolovat si 

zrak nebo správnou hygienu rukou. Na workshopech od neziskové 

organizace LOONO jste se dozvěděli mnoho zajímavých informací 

o samovyšetření prsou a varlat nebo o tom, jak předcházet kardi-

ovaskulárním chorobám. Velmi se vám líbil také kurz Sebeobrany, 

který vedli naši kolegové z Ostrahy letiště.

Na další Den zdraví se můžete těšit 7. listopadu.

AeroAkademie: máte nápad na kurz či přímo na školitele?

Text: Denisa Hejtmánková

Projekt AeroAkademie pro vás připravujeme již půl roku. Stále se snažíme kurzy zlepšovat, přinášet nové a  zamýšlet se nad vaší zpět-

nou vazbou. Právě ta je pro nás klíčová, a  proto pokud máte jakékoliv podněty k  tomuto projektu, prosím, napište nám je na e-mail

interni.komunikace@prg.aero. Budeme také rádi za tipy, jaké kurzy by vás zajímaly. Znáte někoho, kdo by se s námi podělil o nějaké své 

know-how nebo inspirativní rady a tipy? Napište nám! 

Sledujte Intranet, kde jsou pod bannerem AeroAkademie všeobecné informace, seznamy kurzů a pravidla. Novou dávku kurzů pro vás chystá-

me zase od října. Těšíme se na vás! 
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Nový systém rentgenové kontroly na T2

Text: Lukáš Pulpán

Fotografie: Martin Meluš

Od března letošního roku se na automatických tratích na centrální bez-

pečnostní kontrole v Terminálu 2 přešlo na nový systém rentgenové kon-

troly nazvaný remote screening. Co to znamená v praxi? Pokud vaše ka-

binové zavazadlo a další věci procházejí kontrolou na automatické trati, 

za rentgenem již neuvidíte sedět bezpečnostního pracovníka. Přesto ale 

není důvod k obavám.

Výhody vzdáleného vyhodnocování snímků

Jak samotný název napovídá, rentgenové snímky jsou vyhodnocovány 

vzdáleně bez přítomnosti operátorů přímo na místě kontroly. Právě za 

tímto účelem byla v rámci stavby nové bezpečnostní kontroly vybudová-

na i vyhodnocovací místnost pro operátory. Samotná instalace techno-

logie a pracovních stanic tak byla poměrně rychlá a trvala pouze několik 

týdnů.

Kontrolní místnost je vybavena řadou pracovních stanic, na kterých se 

operátorům zobrazují jednotlivé rentgenové snímky. Běžný cestující žád-

ný rozdíl v průběhu kontroly nezpozoruje, ale pro nás tato modernizace 

způsobu kontroly přináší několik důležitých výhod. 

Pokud jsme například měli v minulosti otevřených všech osm rentgeno-

vých tratí, k vyhodnocování jsme potřebovali osm operátorů, tedy pro 

každou trať jednoho. Vzhledem k tomu, že množství cestujících stále ko-

lísá, není každá trať po celou dobu plně využita. Stávalo se, že operátor 

musel déle čekat, než se mu zobrazil snímek dalšího zavazadla. Dnes 

ale všichni operátoři vyhodnocují snímky ze všech tratí, a proto jich sta-

čí menší počet, než je množství právě otevřených tratí. Nový snímek se 

totiž zobrazí operátorovi, který je právě volný, a to umožňuje pracovníky 

využívat efektivněji. Na druhou stranu ale nesmíme zapomínat na jejich 

pravidelné střídání, které probíhá jednodušeji, protože je pro tuto práci 

vyčleněna specializovaná skupina zaměstnanců.   

Další důležitou výhodou je i větší klid operátorů při analýze snímků. Jsou 

izolováni od hluku a dění na stanovišti, díky tomu nejsou nikým rušeni, 

mají větší klid pro práci a mohou se lépe soustředit. Kontrola tak může 

být zase o něco bezpečnější.

Zavedením technologie remote screening jsme se přidali k řadě moder-

ních světových letišť využívajících nejnovější bezpečnostní technologie, 

například k letištím v evropském Bruselu, v USA nebo Spojených arab-

ských emirátech.

Na letišti je možné nabíjet elektromobily

Text: Thomas Katakalidis

Fotografie: Martin Meluš

Jedním z  častých argumentů proti pořizování elektromobilů je strach 

z krátké dojezdové vzdálenosti (v angličtině dokonce pro tuto obavu exis-

tuje ustálený termín „range anxiety“). Podle výzkumů  nicméně v součas-

nosti drtivá většina vozů v EU nenacestuje denně větší vzdálenost, než na 

kterou stačí kapacita baterií u elektrických vozidel. Přesto bude klíčové 

s nástupem elektromobility, kterou berou vážně snad všechny automo-

bilky na světě, budovat i rozsáhlou nabíjecí infrastrukturu. Pro individuál-

ní městskou dopravu bude hrát klíčovou roli především pomalé nabíjení 

z „klasických zásuvek“. Magistrát hlavního města Prahy například po vzo-

ru Londýna mapuje možnost dobíjení elektromobilů z modernizovaných 

lamp veřejného osvětlení.

Také na letišti chceme být připraveni na rostoucí podíl elektromo-

bilů v provozu

V budově Parkingu C vzniklo v každém patře několik míst vyhrazených 

právě pro dobíjení. Pomalé dobíjení ze zásuvky 230 V  je určené přede-

vším řidičům, kteří využívají v budově dlouhodobé parkování – například 

cestujícím, kteří odcestovali na víkend a na nabíjení vozu nijak nespěcha-

jí. Pro ty, kteří by se svým elektromobilem přicestovali jen krátkodobě, 

bude v  přízemí Parkingu C připravena rychlonabíjecí stanice, se kte-

rou je možné baterii vozu dobít na téměř plnou kapacitu do 30 minut. 

Rychlé dobíjení využijí například zákazníci, kteří jedou vyzvednout či 

vyložit své blízké, ale i  řidiči taxi nebo autopůjčovny. Prozatím instalu-

jeme na Letišti Praha jednu rychlonabíjecí stanici, abychom otestova-

li zájem řidičů elektromobilů a  byli tak připraveni na potenciální růst 

v souvislosti s rokem 2020, kdy řada automobilek představí nové elektro- 

mobily a s tím přijde i větší tlak na snížení jejich ceny. Pokud se v budouc-

nu stanou elektromobily součástí letištního vozového parku, mohou 

rychlonabíjecí stanice samozřejmě posloužit i nám.

Pomalé i  rychlé nabíjení bude prozatím zákazníkům poskytováno bez 

příplatku v rámci ceny parkování podle platného ceníku pro Parking C.   

Ve srovnání s možnostmi rychlého nabíjení elektromobilů v okolí letiště 

jde o konkurenceschopnou nabídku. 

V  případě, že se nabíjecí infrastruktura osvědčí a  elektromobilita dále 

poroste, budou další nabíjecí stanice umístěny do nově připravovaných 

parkovacích domů A a B.
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 PŘEDSTAVUJEME

SAFETY FIRST
Text: Lenka Bělohradská 

Fotografie: Martin Meluš 

V kanceláři organizační jednotky Řízení kvality, safety a procesů (KSP) pracuje šest zaměstnanců, z nichž většina je na letišti 

více než 14 let. V jejich práci jsou nejdůležitější zkušenosti. I proto je nejčerstvější posilou kapitán s více než 16 000 nalétaný-

mi hodinami. Čím se celý tým zabývá, jaké zajímavé předměty se objevily na ranveji nebo jak těžká byla příprava na pravi-

delný provoz A380? Do KSP patří také tým Kontroly kvality provozu, který jsme vám představovali v jednom z předchozích 

čísel.

Inventární štítky na čelech

Ředitel KSP Libor Kurzweil občas s nadsázkou říká, že lidé ze Safety kan-

celáře mají inventární štítky na čelech. „Jsem na letišti od roku 2003. 

Začínal jsem jako letištní inženýr v organizační jednotce, která se dnes 

nazývá Správa a rozvoj provozu ploch. Byla to pestrá a fascinující práce, 

mohl jsem být u všeho nového a spoluvytvářet letiště pro budoucnost. 

Obrovsky mě to bavilo. Po devíti letech jsem se ujal pozice ředitele KSP, 

alias Safety Managera. Tematicky je to práce velmi podobná a stejně 

zajímavá jako ta předchozí, pouze bylo třeba vyměnit část nadšení do 

zvyšování kapacit a  stále větších letadel za kritičtější myšlení, jelikož 

úkolem číslo jedna každého Safety Managera je dávat pozor na Safety 

rizika. Kolegové inspektoři jsou v Safety bussinesu většinou ještě déle 

než já, od samého založení Safety kanceláře v  roce 2007,“ začíná vy-

právění o svém týmu Libor Kurzweil. Jako ředitel KSP má jednu zása-

du – vedle řízení chodu organizační jednotky stihnout i odbornou práci 

jako platný člen týmu, psát studie, dělat inspekce, být raději na ploše 

než v kanceláři. Když je potřeba jít si ušpinit ruce o nebrzdící podvalní-

ky, prohrabat úhor za plotem a zjistit co na něj přitahuje hejna ptáků, 

posbírat FOD na Apronu, pohovořit s lidmi o práci na ploše, zažít si úlo-

hy s mostařem, pushback, cisternu, Cobus. „Safety Manager musí dob-

ře rozumět tomu, co se venku děje a proč se to děje, a toto je má cesta. 

Udržovat si odbornost a plný detail pro správná rozhodnutí. Kdybych 

jen seděl v kanceláři, rozděloval úkoly a podepisoval závěrečné zprávy, 

nestačilo by to,“ vysvětluje.

Bezpečnost v provozu na prvním místě – pohledem do budoucna, 

přítomna i minula

KSP vede takzvaný systém řízení provozní bezpečnosti podle ICAO, 

který neodmyslitelně patří do celého letectví. „Letiště je obrovský kom-

plex zahrnující tisíce zaměstnanců a řádově stovky firem, které jsou na 

nás jako na infrastrukturního provozovatele navázané a toto všechno 

uhlídat z pohledu bezpečnosti vyžaduje nezávislou kancelář, která se 

bude o provozní bezpečnost metodicky a výkonnostně starat,“ popisu-

je Libor Kurzweil. A jedním dechem dodává: „Já nejčastěji říkám, že se 

díváme třemi směry – do budoucna, přítomna a minula.“

Do budoucna se dívají formou Safety studií a posudků. Úkolem celého 

týmu je, aby všechny změny, infrastrukturní, postupové i organizační, 

byly nejprve posouzeny a všichni byli ujištěni o tom, že změny budou 

bezpečné. Veškeré plány změn putují tedy na stůl Safety kanceláře. 

„O změně hovoříme, posuzujeme ji ze všech možných hledisek. Potře-

bujeme si být jisti, že bude dobře fungovat v denním i nočním provozu, 

za slunka i mlhy, s malými i velkými letadly. Také, že bude bezpečná pro 

mobilní prostředky, přetahy letadel, pro naše partnery, zkrátka je potře-

ba promyslet všechny možné aspekty,“ přibližuje Jindřich Křížek, Safety 

inspektor. Zájmem Safety kanceláře je bezpečný provoz letadel, s nímž 

velmi úzce souvisí provoz všech prostředků na plochách, bezpečnost 

cestujících i zaměstnanců na ploše. Prioritně ale řeší letadla. 

Pohled do přítomna je důležitý proto, že každá infrastruktura či pro-

cedura, byť dříve posouzena a shledána bezpečnou, podléhá vnějším 

vlivům. Například tím, že přicházejí nové typy letadel nebo nové postu-

py odbavení. „Vracíme se pravidelně do provozu a hlídáme, aby vše zů-

stalo bezpečné. Kontrolujeme například technický stav prostředků pro 

odbavení, jindy je to světelné zabezpečovací zařízení. Provádíme i vše-

obecné inspekce, kdy projedeme celé letiště od jihu k severu a zajímají 

nás plochy, návěstidla, znaky, značení, překážky a dodržování postupů. 

Touto formou ověřujeme a  ujišťujeme sami sebe jako společnost, že 

letiště máme v pořádku. Často to vyžaduje interakci s našimi partnery, 

kterými jsou mimo jiné Úřad pro civilní letectví, Řízení letového provo-

zu, handlingové a  palivářské organizace, letečtí provozovatelé. Výstu-

pem jsou auditní a inspekční zprávy a takzvaná Safety doporučení, kte-

rá napravují zjištěná slabší místa,“ dodává Safety inspektor Radek Havíř.

Do minulosti se obracíme při šetření událostí, kdy se snažíme poučit 

z chyb. I přes veškerou snahu se na žádném letišti při tak hustém pro-

vozu nelze vyhnout drobným kolizím a  událostem. Naštěstí se jedná 

o méně závažné případy. Přibližně 10x ročně dojde při odbavení k po-

škození letadla. Nejčastější příčinou je kontakt odbavovací techniky 

(schody, nakladače, most) s letadlem. Většinou se jedná o škrábance, 

promáčklinky, v minimálním počtu pak dochází k proražení pláště, kte-
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INAUGURAČNÍ  LETY

Nové linky na východ i na západ

Text: Kateřina Pavlíková

Fotografie: Petr Hejna, Filip Koška

Každé zahájení provozu nové linky si zaslouží oslavu a  nejinak tomu bylo i  v  případě spojení do Kazachstánu

a do Newarku ve Spojených státech amerických. Obě odstartovaly na začátku června a slavnostní akce v prostorách 

Terminálu 1 i na letištní ploše se zúčastnili významní hosté, média i spotteři. Oficiální uvítání, stejně jako u většiny 

inauguračních letů, připravili i  kolegové hasiči, vodní slavobrána na prvním příletu obou strojů nemohla chybět. 

Podívejte se s námi na fotoreportáž.

Letecká společnost United Airlines zahájila v  pátek 7. června přímou 

sezónní linku, která každý den spojuje naše letiště a leteckou základnu 

dopravce na mezinárodním letišti Newark Libery International Airport. 

Cestující, hosté, zaměstnanci společnosti United i posádka letadla se při-

pojili k panu Davidovi Kinzelmanovi, viceprezidentovi United Airlines pro 

provoz na mezinárodních letištích, panu Bobu Schumacherovi, regionál-

nímu obchodnímu řediteli společnosti United, Jeho Excelenci Stephenu 

B. Kingovi, velvyslanci USA v České republice a panu Jiřímu Vyskočovi, vý-

konnému řediteli leteckého obchodu Letiště Praha, při oslavách v gatu A4 

před historicky prvním odletem Boeingu 767-300 na letu UA187 z Prahy.

Nové přímé letecké spojení United Airlines je již devátou dálkovou linkou, 

která byla za posledních pět let otevřena z pražského letiště a posílí pře-

pravní kapacity zejména do oblasti východního pobřeží USA.

Na lince mezi Prahou a Nur-Sultanem (dříve Astanou) létá od 2. června 

společnost SCAT Airlines. Spojení je cestujícím k dispozici dvakrát týdně, 

vždy ve čtvrtek a neděli. Oslava se slavnostním přestřižením pásky a vod-

ní slavobránou se konala až o pár dní později za účasti člena představen-

stva Letiště Praha Radka Hovorky, viceprezidenta SCAT Airlines Vladimira 

Sytnika a Jeho Excelence Seržana Abdykarimova, velvyslance Republiky 

Kazachstán v České republice. Pro letadlo typu Boeing 737-700 v barvách 

dopravce byla přichystána vodní slavobrána a pro cestující drobné ob-

čerstvení před prvním odletem.

14

Runway Magazine

for PA Employees
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ETHICAL AND TRANSPARENT BUSINESS CONDUCT

We also won the first prize for the Best PR Team of 2019, based 
on the opinion of impartial professional evaluators from the field of 
public relations, who compared the quality of work associated with 
ethical principles and standards of the profession.

Václav Havel Prague Airport and related topics were featured in over 
3,000 media feed. In total, Prague Airport, together with its subsid-
iaries, issued 94 press releases covering various topics. The main 
published reports included, in particular, launches of new routes 
and scheduled flights. The public also appreciated the extensive 
educational campaign with the goal to help ready passengers for 
their departure. In published articles and media feed, Prague Airport 
advised on, for example, the ways of getting to the airport, things ex-
cluded from transport in checked and carry-on baggage or things to 
do prior to and at security screening. Major 2019 topics also included 
Prague Airport operational results and development plans.

THE AIRPORT STORY

With our video named “The Airport Story”, in 
Czech Příběh letiště, we won 1st place in the 

Zlatý Středník (Golden Semicolon) competition 
organised by the PR Klub evaluating corporate 

video presentations. The video concluded 
the 80th anniversary celebrations 

of Prague Airport. 

PR Team of 2019 
(contributions from social networks)

PR Team of 2019 
(selected comments from social networks)
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ETHICAL AND TRANSPARENT BUSINESS CONDUCT

Responsibility

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

The Sustainable Development Goals are a call for action by all UN 
states, unparalleled in human history. By 2030, the United Nations 
aims to eradicate world hunger, end poverty, protect life on land and 
in water, ensure access to modern technology and learn to work bet-
ter together. Anyone can endorse the goals. Currently, multinational 
companies, public organisations, private companies and other enti-
ties are joining the initiative. 

As part of our current and planned development, at the end of 2019, 
we decided to join five Sustainable Development Goals implemen-
tation, thus contributing to the fulfilment of the global commitment 
of the United Nations and our commitment of being a globally  
responsible company.

Although, we are at the beginning of our journey, we already have  
a comprehensive idea on how to achieve our goals by 2030. In Novem- 
ber 2019, an interactive workshop was held with the participation 
of the PA’s management, organised by Byznys pro společnost (Busi-
ness for Society, the largest platform for the pursuit of responsible 
business conduct in the Czech Republic). Based on the outcomes of 
the workshop, commitments for individual PA organisational units 
were drafted. These will be further developed by individual units 
into specific and measurable goals with a timeline and a proposal 
for their integration into company structures. For example, the fulfil-
ment of Goal 9 requires forming a long-term resilient and flexible in-
frastructure supporting the sustainable behaviour of customers and 
partners of Prague Airport. Goal 17 can be achieved by encouraging 
and supporting an effective partnership between PA and all involved 
stakeholders.

WE ARE COMMITTED TO FIVE SDGS AS FOLLOWS:

DECENT WORK
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

INDUSTRY, 
INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

SUSTAINABLE
CITIES AND 
COMMUNITIES

RESPONSIBLE 
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Environmental protection has long been a key feature of our corporate responsibility. We realise the impact of 
human activities, namely air traffic, on the environment in the Czech Republic within the context of the current global 
climate change. The PA Group strives to minimise such impacts. Therefore, we apply every effort to prevent and 
mitigate global risks in our region and are directly involved in the development and implementation of the latest 
environmental protection principles.

Our Approach Stems from the Following Principles

We comply with all 

legal obligations in 

individual environmental 

protection areas and 

demand the same from all 

subsidiaries.

We plan development 
activities in a way 

that minimises their 
environmental impact.

We are 

actively involved 

in environmental 

education of both 

employees and 

passengers.

We follow the ISO 14001 
Environmental Management 
System (EMS) international 

standard in accordance with the 
approved PA policy, which also 

covers the CSAT subsidiary.

We invest in measures 
aimed at considerate and 

responsible behaviour of both us 
and our partners, such as reducing the 

carbon footprint from activities not under 
our direct control yet related to airport 

operations. We also motivate air carriers 
to deploy quieter aircraft through 

noise charges and the Quietest 
Airline Contest.

We look for inspiration 
to introduce new 

approaches and technologies 
to environmental protection 

and we share our knowledge in 
cooperation with other international 

airports, primarily via the ACI 
Environmental Strategy 

Committee.

We regularly monitor 
the quality of the 

environment at the airport and 
in its surrounding areas, checking 

all environment-related fields, 
including the level of aircraft noise. 

We use non-traditional methods, 
too, such as biomonitoring 

using bees.

We prevent 
pollution.
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 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Air Protection

AIR PROTECTION

Minimising air traffic impact on air quality 
is one of the pillars of environmental 

protection at airports.

Air Quality 

We regularly demonstrate compliance with legal requirements of air 
protection by measuring emissions from air pollution sources, their 
technical condition monitoring and reporting data to the competent 
authorities. We also monitor the main relevant pollutants, namely 
PM10 and PM2.5 dust particles and nitrogen oxides NOx, NO2 and 
NO, via a continuous air quality monitoring station located on the 
airfield close to both runways. In 2019, there was a significant reduc-
tion in all monitored pollutants.

Pollutant     
2019

μg/m3/year
2018

μg/m3/year
Emission Limit
μg/m3/year

PM10 24.2 36.5 40.0

PM2,5 15 25.7 25.0

NO2 19.1 25.7 40.0

NOx 27.7 35.8 No Limit

NO   5.6 8.2 No Limit

2019 vs. 2018 Y/Y Change

μg/m3/year

-34%

-42%

-26%

-23%

-32%

In 2019, we expanded air quality monitoring with ground-level ozone 
and carbon monoxide. Our 2019 results clearly demonstrated adher-
ence to the limit values set by the applicable legislation. In addition, 
online data from the measuring station (of the traffic – background 
character), are available on the Czech Hydrometeorological Insti-
tute’s website. This ensures transparent information on the state of 
air pollution directly on airfield. 

In line with our policy to reduce air pollution from operations, an 
airport rule has been implemented restricting the use of aircraft aux-
iliary power units, APUs. Immediately after stopping on a stand, an 

external 400Hz power supply must be connected to the aircraft and 
the APU must be switched off. Turning on the APU before departure 
is also subject to time limitations.

We actively search for additional ways of reducing the amount of 
pollutants produced by airport operations, for example via invest-
ment in refrigeration and heating agents or electromobility. In 2019, 
we purchased several electric cars as part of an electromobility de-
velopment strategy. We use new cars mainly airside and, as of re-
cent, made them a part of the pilot project of car sharing.

Annual Concentrations of Pollutants Detected by Emission-Monitoring Station
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Year Heat - TJ Electricity – kWh

2009 288.41 67,768,033.00

2010 325.99 67,988,443.32

2011 298.87 65,528,054.00 

2012 313,.6 65,472,773.00

2013 309.39 65,029,504.00 

2014 238.32 62,261,362.65

2015 246.68 62,109,812.00

2016 251.79 59,735,896.00

2017 252.31 63,337,737.00

2018 232.65 61,520,983.00

2019 230.49 60,903,233.00

Energy Consumption Overview
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

We Head towards Carbon Neutrality

We consider reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions to be a key 
priority in environmental protection.

In 2019, we managed to achieve a reduction in CO2 emissions of 
71.68% compared to the reference year 2009, thanks to the purchase 
of certified 100% green electricity obtained from renewable sources. 
Thanks to this, we effectively reduced the carbon footprint of Prague 
Airport by 1.761kg of CO2 per passenger compared to 2018, which 
represents an overall reduction from 43,953kg CO2 to 15,242kg CO2, 
see the chart.

In 2019, just as in previous years, we achieved the third level classifi-
cation under the Airport Carbon Certification programme, i.e. Opti-
misation. Under the auspices of the Airport Council International, of 
which we are a member, it independently evaluates the world's air-
ports and appreciates their efforts to reduce their carbon footprint. 
Partial measures that contributed to the achievement of the third 
level include: GPS system installation in vehicles, replacements of 
lighting with LEDs, night attenuation of air handling units in selected 
terminal areas, replacements of absorption cooling units, replace-
ments of boilers with more efficient models with lower output, use 
of waste heat in the wastewater treatment plant, etc.

As a result, we are among the top 15 European airports which have 
committed themselves not only to reducing the carbon footprint 
from their operation, but also to involving their partners in this effort. 
These are airlines, providers of handling or catering services, land 
transport users and others.

Year Carbon Footprint  AP PAX PAX LP /CO2 (kg)

2009 53,824 11,643,366 4.623

2010 58,887 11,556,858 5.095

2011 55,770 11,788,629 4.731

2012 52,796 10,807,890 4.885

2013 50,471 10,974,196 4.599

2014 46,871 11,149,926 4.204

2015 48,882 12,030,928 4.063

2016 43,447 13,074,517 3.323

2017 45,162 15,415,001 2.930

2018 43,953 16,797,006 2.617

2019 15,242 17,804,900 0.856

CO2 Emissions Saved Compared to 2012 
Reference Year

Carbon Footprint  – development of CO2 emissions

Carbon Footprint – Individual SCOPEs
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

By 2030, we want to achieve carbon neutrality, i.e. reducing CO2 
from our operations to zero, and obtain the highest, i.e. the fourth, 
level of the ACA certification. It comprises investing in offset pro-
grammes which contribute to the absorption of greenhouse gases or 
the prevention of their generation through various projects from af-
forestation to obtaining energy from renewable energy sources. Ac-
cordingly, we will implement the broadest possible measures ensur-
ing the lowest possible offset investments. In 2019, such measures 
included investments in the development of electromobility and the 
production of electricity from photovoltaic power plants located on 
the roofs of selected buildings.  

Although the ACA programme does not allow including emissions 
from green planting, under our new Biodiversity programme, we 
support tree plantings and other measures aimed at increasing bi-
odiversity around the airport. Contributions to emission reductions 
are to be reported separately.

Fruit and Crop Monitoring

Since 2005, we have been systematically monitoring the potential 
impact of airport operations on the content of contaminants in 
selected crops, such as wheat, apples and permanent grassland 
around the airport. To evaluate the impact, we work with an accred-
ited laboratory of the Department of Food Analysis and Nutrition at 
the Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague. 2019 analyses of the 
samples taken confirmed that, just as previous years, the content of 
foreign substances was comparable with that of the samples collect-
ed at other industrial conurbations in the Czech Republic and that 
the amounts recorded meet the legislative requirements for food 
and feed. Certain samples even meet strict limits imposed on ingre-
dients used in baby and infant food.

Air Biomonitoring Using Bees

In 2019, for the sixth time, we won the Gold Medal for our flower 
honey in a competition held by the Czech Bee Research Institute. 
This confirms the long-term highest quality of honey produced by 
our beehives on airport’s premises. At the same time, via analy-
ses by an accredited laboratory of the University of Chemistry and 
Technology, Prague, good air quality in the vicinity of the airport 
was confirmed through biomonitoring. Bees collect pollen to which 
various pollutants from the environment can bind. Thus, analysing 
this organic compound, we can obtain an interesting review of the 
impact of traffic on the environment. Bees encounter practically all 
components of the environment on an area of up to 12 km2 from 
their hive, including heavy metal and organic residues (polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons) which we monitor.

For the sixth 

time, we won 

the Gold Medal for 

our flower honey in a 

competition held by the 

Czech Bee Research 

Institute. 

Bees Kept at Prague Airport
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Aircraft Noise Management

AIRCRAFT NOISE MANAGEMENT

As the operator of Václav Havel Prague Airport, 
we have to address aircraft noise. Therefore, 

our expert teams regularly propose measures to 
minimise aircraft noise impact on the surrounding 
community. Our measures are on par with those 

of large international airports.

Balanced Approach to Aircraft Noise 
Management Guidance

We seek solutions of noise-related issues in accordance with the 
strategy of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), 
which is based on the Guidance on the Balanced Approach to Air-
craft Noise Management. The policy promotes achieving maximum 
environmental benefits in the most cost-effective manner. The bal-
anced approach is based on four pillars:

1st Pillar: Reducing Noise at Source
A correct noise charge policy is our principle measure contributing 
to the reduction of noise at its source. We introduced the policy in 
1995, in accordance with the ICAO’s Policies on Charges for Airports 
and Air Navigation Services and became one of the first international 
airports to implement incentives to motivate air carriers to operate 
routes to/from Prague using quieter aircraft, thus reducing noise 
at and around the airport. We set the amount of the noise charge 
according to the noise parameters of the aircraft and the maximum 
take-off weight, i.e. the data listed in the noise certificate of each 
aircraft. The following graph shows the development of the average 
number of aircraft movements.

In addition to regular noise charges, we have also introduced charg-
es for failure to comply with the slot adherence policy and the night-
time rules of operation. 

In 2019, we increased noise charges for non-compliance with the rel-
evant coordination mechanisms in order to limit night-time landings 
without a coordinated slot. These charges complemented our noise 
charge policy in effect from 2018, when we significantly modified our 
policy due to the increase in the intensity of air traffic, the change of 
aircraft composition and the development of the noise situation at 
night-time. Specifically, we have significantly increased noise charg-
es for operations performed by noisier types of aircraft at night, in-
troduced arrival and departure charges and expanded the number 
of noise categories from 5 to 14, see graphs.

Average Number of Aircraft Movements per Day 
2008 – 2019 Trends
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2019 Aircraft Distribution per Noise Categories in %

20.39%

38.13%

10.90%

9.38%

5.35%
2.97%

3.
46

%6.19%

10.90% – HK 3 (25–27,4)

38.13% – HK 8 (12,5–14,9)
20.39% – HK 7 (15–17,4)

9.38% – HK 6 (17,5–19,9)
6.19% – HK 9 (10–12,4)
5.35% – HK 5 (20–22,4)
3.46% – HK 1 (≥30)
2.97% – HK 4 (22,5–24,9)
1.82% – HK 2 (27,5–29,9)
0.99% – HK 10 (7,5–9,9)
0.33% – HK 11 (5–7,4)

0.02% – HK 13 (0–2,4)
0.08% – HK 14 (<0)

0.00% – HK 12 (0–2,4)

DAY

4.46% – HK 3 (25–27,4)

57.49% – HK 8 (12,5–14,9)
13.65% – HK 7 (15–17,4)

7.00% – HK 6 (17,5–19,9)
8.13% – HK 9 (10–12,4)

4.20% – HK 5 (20–22,4)
2.15% – HK 1 (≥30)
2.12% – HK 4 (22,5–24,9)
0.56% – HK 2 (27,5–29,9)

0.07% – HK 10 (7,5–9,9)
0.15% – HK 11 (5–7,4)

0.00% – HK 13 (0–2,4)
0.01% – HK 14 (<0)

0.00% – HK 12 (0–2,4)

NIGHT

57.49%
13.65%

7.00%

8.13%

4.20%2.
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%2.
15

%

4.
46

%

Noise Categories 
(Cumulative Offset from EPNdB 
Limit Values 
[HK = Noise Category])
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Contrary to expectations, the gradual trend of replacing aircraft with 
new generation types thanks to the reviewed measures was funda-
mentally affected in 2019, when the grounding of a modern Boeing 
737 MAX type of aircraft, the most used Medium JET category type of 
aircraft at Václav Havel Airport Prague, was ordered.

We use noise charge-generated income according to the ICAO rules, 
i.e. to fund noise abatement and prevention measures, namely air-
craft noise monitoring, noise-related studies and implementation of 
building insulation measures.

2nd Pillar: Land-Use Planning and Management

The main purpose of the second pillar is to set rules to prevent an 
increase in the number of citizens affected by excess noise due 
to ill-advised construction. In a balanced way, land-use planning 
should consider the development of residential areas, but also the 
development of Václav Havel Airport Prague, including the delimita-
tion of affected areas designed for long-term air traffic and areas for 
transport infrastructure. Therefore, we work closely with the relevant 
authorities and transparently share information regarding our devel-
opment plans.

10.22% – HK 3 (25–27,4)

40.17% – HK 8 (12,5–14,9)
19.68% – HK 7 (15–17,4)

9.13% – HK 6 (17,5–19,9)
6.40% – HK 9 (10–12,4)
5.23% – HK 5 (20–22,4)
3.32% – HK 1 (≥30)
2.88% – HK 4 (22,5–24,9)
1.68% – HK 2 (27,5–29,9)
0.89% – HK 10 (7,5–9,9)
0.31% – HK 11 (5–7,4)

0.02% – HK 13 (0–2,4)
0.07% – HK 14 (<0)

0.00% – HK 12 (0–2,4)

TOTAL

40.17%

19.68%

10.22%

9.13%

5.23%

6.40%

2.88%
1.

68
%

3.
32

%

2019 Airport Noise Protection Zone 
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Noise Protection Zone

Pursuant to the Czech legislation on the protection of public health, 
a Noise Protection Zone (NPZ) has been declared around Václav 
Havel Airport Prague. It is a clearly defined area (see Fig.) where it 
is expected that, long-term, hygienic limits of air traffic noise will be 
exceeded both in the outdoor protected zone and in the outdoor 
protected zone of buildings. Outside the NPZ, the set limits must not 
be exceeded.

The hygienic limits are set based on a typical air-traffic day (as re-
corded from May to October). We are obliged to ensure that the 
hygienic noise limits are observed inside the NPZ (at least inside 
the buildings). In 2019, once again, we complied with the set limits. 
(However, it is necessary to take into an account the overall expand-
ed measurement uncertainty of ± 2.5 dB, determined according to 
the internal procedure IP_01, pursuant to the Czech State Norm of 
ISO 20906 and the Air Traffic Noise Measurement and Assessment 
Methodological Framework, Ref.No.: OVZ-32.019.02.2007/6306, from 
the combined standard uncertainty uc, multiplied by the coefficient 
k = 1.96 for normal distribution and a 95% confidence interval of the 
mean.)

Note: The stated sound pressure levels LAeq,T are determined for day-
time and night-time in accordance with a typical 2019 flight day from 
the values of average sound exposure of individual aircraft categories 
in the measured location during the monitored period and the num-
ber of movements from May to October (184 days). The evaluation 
procedure follows the Air Traffic Noise Measurement and Assessment 
Methodological Framework, Ref.No.: OVZ-32.0-19.02.2007/6306.

Noise Abatement Insulation Measures

Our goal is to pursue noise abatement measures in the long term. 
Thanks to the income from noise charges, we have launched addi-
tional noise abatement measures, as one of the few airport operators 
in the world. Residents of municipalities and boroughs within the 
NPZ, most affected by the noise burden, can apply for a 100% finan-
cial aid under the ‘Program ventilace’ (the Ventilation / Recuperation 
Programme) for the installation of ventilation systems which will in-
crease their living comfort inside houses and apartments. The venti-
lation system comprises recuperative heat exchangers for dwelling 
units, ensuring continuous air exchange with windows closed, which 
significantly reduces the indoor noise, dust and allergen occurrence. 
Thanks to humidity control and partial heating or cooling of the air, 
the growth of mould can also be prevented.

The programme distinguishes between the category of public facil-
ity owners (such as schools, pre-schools, medical facilities with in-
patient areas, nursing homes etc.) and the category of family house 
and apartment owners. The first category has been able to apply for 
financial aid effective November 2019, the second effective March 
2020.

The programme builds on previous noise abatement measures, 
which have been in place since 1998 and consisted of a complete 
replacement of windows and balcony doors with noise-resistant 
models with prescribed sound insulation. The total costs exceeded 
CZK 600 million. 

The set  
LAeqD daytime 
limits = 60 dB 

and the set  
LAeqN night-time 

limits = 50 dB

2019 Values Recorded at Stationary Monitoring 
Stations 

2019 Values Recorded at Stationary Monitoring Stations

Location – Stationary Station Laeq_D Laeq_N

RMT 1 – Jeneč 58.8 53.7

RMT 2 – Červený Újezd 54.3 49.2

RMT 3 – Unhošť 54.2 49.1

RMT 4 – Pavlov 55.1 50.0

RMT 5 – Hostivice 47.0 41.9

RMT 6 – Dobrovíz 56.4 50.4

RMT 7 – Kněževes 57.9 52.6

RMT 8 – Horoměřice střed 53.9 48.6

RMT 9 – Přední Kopanina 55.3 50.0

RMT 10 – Horoměřice JV 53.8 48.4

RMT 11 – Roztoky 52.9 47.6

RMT 12 – Bílá Hora 52.1 40.5

RMT 13 – Suchdol 56.4 51.1

RMT 14 – Malé Kyšice 54.3 49.0
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3rd Pillar: Noise Abatement 
Operational Procedures

Noise abatement operational procedures complement the previ-
ously described measures and have significant impact on airport 
operations. Upon their implementation, attention must be paid, 
alongside the benefits in terms of noise burden reduction, to traffic 
safety and the capacity of the airport and its airspace. The main ob-
jective remains the imperative that air traffic affects as few citizens 
as possible and that the development of residential areas in the air-
port surrounding areas reasonably continues.

Noise Abatement Operational Procedures at Václav Havel Air-
port Prague Include:

• Preferential runway use prioritising RWY 06/24 to prevent aircraft 
from flying over densely populated boroughs of the Capital city of 
Prague.

• Noise abatement arrival procedures stipulating that the descent 
gradient for a final approach is at least 3° (5.2%) or greater with the 
aircraft lined up with the final approach course before descending 
below the cleared altitude.

• Noise abatement departure procedures for turbo-propeller air-
craft stipulating that an aircraft may only deviate from the runway 
or SID axis after having reached the required altitude.

• Noise abatement departure procedures for jet-engine aircraft stip-
ulating that an aircraft may only deviate from the runway or SID 
axis after having reached the required altitude or distance from the 
airport, whichever comes first

• Restrictions on the use of reverse thrust.

• Engine testing rules.

• Restrictions on the use of back-up power supplies.

Due to extraordinary weather or operational conditions, through-
out the season, situations may seldom occur when, for flight safety 
reasons, it is not possible to observe the set noise abatement op-
erational procedures. The international flight rules and regulations 
clearly define the conditions under which the noise abatement pro-
cedures shall not take precedence over safety.

We check the adherence to the noise abatement arrival and depar-
ture procedures by means of a modern monitoring system which 
continuously measures air traffic noise and records trajectories of 
all flights via radar data access. Alongside other reasons, noise mon-
itoring provides us with data for handling complaints and answering 
air traffic noise related questions.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Monitoring Jet-Engine Aircraft Departure Manoeuvres from 
RWY 06/24

Monitoring Jet-Engine Aircraft Arrival Manoeuvres to RWY 
06/24

Landing – 3° Descent Gradient Monitoring
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4th Pillar: Aircraft Operational Restrictions

According to the previously mentioned ICAO policy, airport operators should resort to aircraft operational restrictions only if there are no other 
solutions under the previous three pillars which would ensure the reduction of aircraft noise to acceptable level.

Since such a strict restriction requirement is needed in the condi-
tions of Václav Havel Airport Prague only at night, most of the estab-
lished aircraft operational restrictions regulate the night-time traffic:
• A reduction in the number of movements at night, which was 

further tightened during the 2019 operational season within 
the coordination rules as follows:
• A reduction in the average number of coordinated flights at 

night from 48 to 40 during a characteristic flight day (with the 
maximum number of coordinated flights per day left at 48).

• A ban on earlier departures, i.e. before 6 a.m., where flight 
plans and coordinated slots were in conflict (implementa-
tion of milestone 1 of the A-CDM procedures).

• Efforts to avoid earlier landings of flights with day-time slots 
– limited airport capabilities, often subject to in-flight condi-
tions at cruising altitude.

• Efforts to limit night-time landings without coordinated slots.
• A ban on operation of aircraft under the noise category No. 14 

irrespective of the time of day.
• A ban on operation of aircraft under the noise categories Nos. 

12, 13 and 14 at night.

Aircraft Noise Monitoring
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We use the most 

advanced air traffic and 

air route adherence tools for 

a continuous aircraft noise 

monitoring.

Average Number of Aircraft Movements per Day 2008 – 2019 Trends
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Continuous Aircraft Noise Monitoring

In 2019, we introduced a new system for monitoring noise and re-
cording trajectories of flights. The monitoring system was extended 
by two locations, namely Malé Kyšice and Roztoky, while the oper-
ations of one of the Řepy measuring stations, located at a greater 
distance from the axis of RWY 12/30, with long-term very low noise 
values, was discontinued. 

Continuous monitoring is complemented by mobile monitoring 
performed on a yearly basis by an independent accredited testing 
laboratory specialised in air traffic noise measuring.

Indoor Aircraft Noise Monitoring

We also perform air traffic noise monitoring of inner spaces of pro-
tected buildings within the Noise Protection Zone. The measuring 
and processing of the data collected is performed pursuant to meth-
odology developed for us by the National Reference Laboratory for 
Communal Noise at the Health Institute in Ostrava. 

Monitoring is performed using a two-channel analyser facilitating 
the parallel measuring of both the inside and outside of objects. 
Compared to previously applied normative and methodological re-
quirements, the new methodology significantly decreases monitor-
ing time without compromising the accuracy of the results.

Noise monitoring using own resources provides us with the ability 
to react quickly to complaints and operational challenges, e.g. at 
times when traffic is redirected to the side 12/30 RWY, alongside the 
option of performing measuring at places other than equipped with 
permanent monitors.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
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Water Protection

Water Consumption

Our main water protection activities comprise minimising water 
consumption. Although the number of passengers increased by six 
percent year-on-year in 2019, drinking water consumption increased 
by 3.93% only, see the chart. This was, primarily, achieved thanks to 
our optimal supply of drinking water to companies active on the air-
port premises, as we are the operator of a water supply system for the 
public use. We have also a specially fitted water supply point reserved 
for supplying water to aircraft. Our source of drinking water is Prague 
Circular Water Line, the Prague 6 water line and our own wells.

In addition, we have built a water tank for utility water in the NORTH 
area of the airport supplied with underground water from a borehole 
used consecutively for sprinkling, irrigation and flushing the sewage 
pipeline.

Water Quality 

We regularly check the quality of drinking water within our water 
supply network. The results of our measurements have long com-
plied with legislative requirements and are periodically submitted to 
a nationwide database of drinking water test results. In addition, as 
part of regular monitoring campaigns, we check the quality of water 
directly from drinking fountains which we have installed in recent 
years in both terminals of Václav Havel Airport Prague. The resulting 
data confirm good water quality.

Surface Water Protection

Thanks to investments in wastewater and rainwater treatment plant 
capacity upgrades, we are also able to ensure the protection of sur-
face water on the airport premises and in its vicinity. We return the 
treated water back to the Únětický and Kopaninský streams.  

In 2019, we completed a construction of a new retention tank by the 
contaminated rainwater and sewage wastewater treatment plants 
in the North part of the airport premises (the CRTP + the SWTP 
NORTH). At the same time, we completed the process of intensifi-

Drinking Water Consumption

Utility Water Tank 

WATER PROTECTION

In the Czech Republic, we experience climate 
change caused by human activity, too. For 

example, in the form of more and more frequent 
droughts. Therefore, our goal is to use water, the 

most valuable of natural resources, 
as carefully as possible.

419,302 m3

403,449 m3

355,064 m3

346,969 m3

336,214 m3

2015

2016

2019

2017

2018

2015

2,851 m3

2016

3,995 m3

2018

3,327 m3

2019

2,921 m3

2017

3,017 m3
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cation of lines for biological cleansing of contaminated water. To 
capture concentrated outflows of de-icing agents, we use retention 
tanks at airport de-icing stations. In addition, effective the 2018/2019 
winter season, we have approved the application of coloured  
de-icing agents under the condition that the dyes contained therein 
meet the criteria set based on a successful all-season test run. The 
collected de-icing agents undergo biological treatment at the CRTP 
and the SWTP NORTH.

As of 2019, a new retention tank construction has continued at the 
treatment plant for contaminated rainwater and sewage wastewa-
ter in the South part of the airport premises (the CRTP + the SWTP 
SOUTH) alongside a construction of biological treatment lines for 
contaminated rainwater and storage tanks for concentrated aircraft 
de-icing agents. 

The implementation process of these measures will ensure an even 
higher standard of rainwater collection and treatment than in previ-
ous years, especially with regard to rainwater containing chemical 
agents used to treat movement surfaces and aircraft de-icing agents.

Airport Area Drainage

The development of Václav Havel Airport Prague and the ongoing 
expansion of its infrastructure require repeated checks of the wa-
ter drainage situation. Thanks to our long-term Drainage Concept, 
which uses mathematical models of rainwater and sewage water, 
we are able to systematically apply environmentally friendly meas-

ures. We monitor and evaluate the possibilities of using the princi-
ples of nature-friendly drainage, including the implementation of 
green roofs and the use of rainwater.

In connection with drainage, we considerately influence the 
Únětický stream in the north airport area and the Kopaninský stream 
in the south airport area. The Kopaninský polder with the capacity of 
68,250m3 is used for the south airport area, while the Tuchoměřice 
polder with the capacity of approx. 50,000m3 is used for the north air-
port area. In 2014, we built small dams downstream of the CRTP and 
the SWTP NORTH to decelerate extreme torrential rain flows. The 
construction of dams was a follow-up to the implementation of the 
warning system, i.e. a measure addressing the torrential rain issue.

Sewage and Surface Water Monitoring

Long-term monitoring of the quantity and quality of sewage and 
rainwater, released sewage water and water quality in streams,  
allows us to evaluate our impact on surface water in the airport sur-
rounding areas, primarily the Únětický and Kopaninský streams. We 
also use the collected data to predict the impact of our development 
plans on nature.

Amount of Water Purified from 2012 to 2019 (in m3 including all wastewater drained into the sewage 
system) the CRTP + SWTP NORTH

Amount of Water Purified from 2012 to 2019 (in m3 including all wastewater drained into the sewage 
system) the CRTP + SWTP SOUTH

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Sewage water 127,684 127,418 121,691 125,212 158,004 166,775 183,709 198,254

Rainwater 55,127 51,981 38,778 49,965 53,462 56,009 66,108 50,041

In Total 182,811 179,399 160,469 175,177 211,466 222,784 249,817 248,295

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Sewage water 154,789 151,439 143,342 126,057 133,932 139,200 132,398 130,739

Rainwater 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 700*

In Total 154,789 151,439 143,342 126,057 133,932 139,200 132,398 131 ,439

* De-icing agent contaminated rainwater is currently collected scarcely in the south airport area.
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Groundwater Protection

In December 2019, we launched operations of a new tanker depot 
with a maximum capacity of 34 vehicles and a new, approximately 
2.4-km-long underground pipeline system for aviation fuel. Thanks 
to this, the aircraft handling has become more effective and the 
safety of handling aviation fuel has been increased. Owing to the 
installed multi-stage solution, the risk of liquid leakage into the en-
vironment is minimal. 

We are currently monitoring groundwater in a continuous automat-
ic mode, thanks to six hydrogeological boreholes. Our system can 
instantly detect and report any leakage of oil and oil-based sub-
stances into the groundwater, thus allowing for a timely remedia-
tion intervention. We have been regularly monitoring the quality of 
groundwater since 1995.

Biodiversity

Although, the conservation of the variety and variability of life on 
Earth is in the common interest of humanity, it is declining at an 
increasing rate. Therefore, working with the surrounding communi-
ties, we support various projects aimed at the protection of genetic 
diversity, i.e. biodiversity. In 2019, we prepared a new programme to 
support biodiversity in surrounding municipalities, the pilot phase 
of which we intend to launch in 2020. Our plans to boost biodiversi-
ty on the airport premises and in its surrounding areas collide with  
a safety hazard issue, namely the risk of aircraft collision with wild-
life. Thus, the programme focuses on the long-term support of spe-
cific measures aimed at strengthening the ecological stability of the 
landscape around the airport, restoring the original landscape ele-
ments and improving water retention in the landscape. Through the 
programme, we have reached compliance with one condition of the 
Environmental Impact Assessment binding opinion on the parallel 
runway construction plan.

Biodiversity and Birds

Although, it is impossible to completely prevent collisions of aircraft 
with birds and small animals, effective measures can be implement-
ed to protect wildlife, while a high level of safe aircraft operation is 
maintained. 

To this end, ornithological zones with a specific regime are estab-
lished around airports to reduce the attractiveness of the specific 
environment for birds, primarily species that are considered to be 
risky from the point of view of air traffic safety, especially aquatic 
bird species such as geese and ducks.

Landfills, haystacks, silage pits, bodies of water, manure heaps, 
feeders and other bird enticements increasing the bird presence at 
the airport may not be set up in the inner ornithological protection 
zone. Agricultural buildings such as poultry or cow houses, pheas-
antries, material waste collection and treatment centres, bodies of 
water and other buildings and facilities with the possibility of the ex-
cessive occurrence of birds may only be established in the outer or-

nithological protection zone subject to the consent by Václav Havel 
Airport Prague and the Civil Aviation Authority of the Czech Republic. 

At Václav Havel Airport Prague and in its immediate vicinity, there 
are employees of the airport's biological protection team, who, with 
the help of birds of prey and trained dogs, scare birds and small an-
imals away and further reduce the risk of their collision with aircraft 
just after take-off or right before landing.

Preventing Birds from Hitting Glazed Areas

Birds in cities face a growing number of threats. In addition to the 
usual causes such as predators, parasites and competition from oth-
er birds, the main threat to birds is the collision with glazed areas of 
man-made buildings and improper building adaptations.

That is why we have identified critical points of potential bird clashes 
with glazed areas on the airport grounds and applied bird deterrent 
decals in these areas to minimise collisions. We have chosen only 
bird deterrent decals that are currently recommended by the profes-
sional public, i.e. spaced very closely, which will ensure even cover-
age of the area and alert birds to the obstacle in time.

Every Tree Counts

As part of the preparatory stage of a new construction project, we 
always seek solutions prioritising greenery preservation, mainly ma-
ture trees, over felling wherever possible. We have also gained expe-
rience in transplanting trees using special machinery. 

Tree Digitisation 

Since 2015, we have been administering a woody plant registry in 
the GIS map environment, which allows us to store additional infor-
mation layers. Using this tool, we have a perfect overview of woody 
plants on the airport premises, such as their type, dimensions and 
state. During inventory, 3,106 woody plant species of many taxa 
were recorded. The most common types are maples, birches and 
lindens. The condition of woody plants appears to be balanced in 
terms of sustainability. We also monitor trees planted under the or-
dered replacement planting regime and areas designated for future 
replacement plantings.

Bird Deterrent Decals on Glazed Areas
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Waste Management

Fly Plastic Free

In 2019, we launched a programme aiming at motivating passen-
gers, our partners and ourselves to actively reduce the consump-
tion of single-use plastics at Václav Havel Airport Prague. With this 
measure, we are getting ready to meet the legislative changes of the 
European Union, which, however, will not come into force until 2021.

Water Drains and Drinking Fountains
Drafting a specific plan for a gradual installation of new water drains 
and drinking fountains was our most significant measure under this 
programme. Passengers can now empty their bottles into a water 
drain installed in front of the security screening point and refill them 
free of charge with drinking water from one of our drinking fountains 
once they have passed security screening. The general public reac-
tion to our new measure was overwhelming. The post announcing 
the launch of the first water drain became our social networks star.

Catering
Replacements of single-use plastics in catering is another measure 
under the Fly Plastic Free programme. In order to prevent green-
washing, we have commissioned an analysis to avoid choosing an 
alternative to plastic that might look greener at first sight, such as 
paper, wood, bamboo or glass, but in fact have a worse environmen-
tal impact. We came up with proposals for specific measures based 
on life cycle assessment analysis results of selected products and 
packages, e.g., to limit the purchasing of bottled water by using jugs 
and water tanks or the possibility of using mugs in coffee machines. 
In 2020, we will continue implementing additional measures in our 
catering, such as replacements of single-use plastic bowls for salads, 
soups and main dishes with reusable ones.

Binless Offices
We decided to solve the issue of waste sorting support by the remov-
al of personal general waste bins under office desks and the instal-
lation of central office collection points of separate waste and recy-
clables. In the pilot phase of the project, we achieved a reduction in 
the consumption of plastic bags used in personal waste bins by 71%, 
which amounts to an incredible 54 thousand plastic bags per year 
from just one building. At the same time, we managed to increase 
the volume of sorting of other types of waste, such as biowaste, met-
als and liquid packaging boards (LPB). We have also inadvertently 
achieved more frequent movement of employees forced to get up 
and sort waste using common bins. As a result, we partially contrib-
ute to the prevention of health issues related to sedentary jobs.

Promotional Products
Besides the exclusion of single-use plastic promotional products, we 
look for a systemic restriction of single-use plastics and other waste 
at the procurement level.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

The accumulation of waste and its disposal are 
issues growing steadily out of human control. 
However, at Václav Havel Airport Prague, we 

strive to adhere to the proper waste management 
hierarchy, pursuant to applicable legislation, with 

the emphasis on long-term waste prevention.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Waste Processing

If we cannot completely prevent the production of waste, we insist on its reuse, recycling or other recovery. In 2019, 
we increased the amount of usable waste by 4.7%, while our waste production decreased by 3.61%, see the chart.

We place great emphasis on sorting waste at source properly. Col-
lecting different types of recyclable waste (i.e. iron, paper, plastic, 
glass, LPB, non-ferrous metals and others) separately, we attempt to 
maximise the material recovery of secondary raw materials. 

Kitchen waste from catering facilities is transported by an external 
company to a biogas plant and used as an energy recovery source. 
Biodegradable waste from gardening is composted. During con-

struction and reconstructions on the airport premises, we ensure 
that suppliers reuse the construction waste produced to the fullest 
extent possible. We also request that our contractual business part-
ners produce as little waste as possible. 

Water Drains and Drinking Fountains – a social network post
Number of Impressions (i.e. a total tally of all the times the post 
has been seen): 60,309. Total Number of Engagements (i.e. 
a total number of times a user interacted with a post): 4,330.

Water Drains and Drinking Fountains 
(selected comments from social networks)

Waste Processing at Prague Airport

2018 Waste2019 Waste

Other Waste in Total

4,803.80 t

Hazardous 
waste

318.10 t

Usable Waste
2,443.90 t

Sediments 
from SWTP
1,428.10 t

Waste in Total (2018)

5,121.90 t

Other Waste in Total

4,893.90 t

Hazardous 
waste

344.40 t

Usable Waste
2,745.90 t

Sediments 
from SWTP
1,723.80 t

Waste in Total (2019)

5,238.30 t
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Hazardous Waste

The proper management of hazardous waste during collection 
and subsequent temporary storage is important for us. By joining 
a collective take-back system (WEEE Enforcement) voluntarily, we 
promote the recycling of non-ferrous metals, iron and plastics from 
broken electrical appliances. Moreover, we collect used batteries in 
cooperation with the ECOBAT company.

Last but not least, we collect refrigeration equipment, the dispos-
al of which contributes to the protection of the Earth’s ozone layer. 
Thanks to our great efforts, we increased our take-back by an incred-
ible 198% in 2019.

723kg of metal-bearing secondary raw materials were recovered from this amount 
by recycling, which will be reused in the new product manufacturing process.

In 2019, we submitted a total of 1,113kg of used batteries for recycling.

NICKEL

turbines, cutlery

Ni

STEEL

metal structure

Fe

MANGANESE

glass, ceramics and fabrics dyes

Mn

CADMIUM

accumulators

Cd

COPPER

electric wires, coolers

Cu

ZINC

roof eaves and gutters, cosmetics, wastebins

Zn

LEAD

car batteries

Pb

COBALT

tool steel

Co

SILVER

jewellery, coins, CDs/DVDs

Ag

LITHIUM

rechargeable batteries, ceramic hobs

Li

2019 Waste Production in CSO 

We submit used batteries for ecological recycling.

PAPER GLASSPLASTIC ORGANIC METAL LPB GENERAL
WASTE

374,420
t/year

45,869
t/year

339,019
t/year

221,641
t/year

1,713
t/year

5,944
t/year

960,400
t/year

In Total 1,949.006 t/year
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Waste Management Services

We provide waste management services not only within the Group, 
but also to business partners active at Václav Havel Airport Prague. 
As a result, we manage waste disposal from aircraft created by indi-
vidual airlines and handling companies. Custom uncleared consign-
ments of meat, milk, meat and dairy products alongside uncleared 
consignments of vegetable origin are disposed of by incineration. 
Confiscated gels and liquids are disposed of in the same manner 
as collected general waste, except in the case of hazardous waste, 
which is added to the hazardous waste collected at the airport.

Handling Environmental Initiatives 

In 2019, we received a total of 105 environmental initiatives, which 
is 71 less than in 2018 with approximately 60% related to air traffic 
noise. Inquiries and complaints were often related to a change of 
runway in use affecting the noise situation around the airport. The 
reasons for transfers of air traffic to the side runway are published 
on our website. The authors of submitted initiatives were also inter-
ested in the parallel runway construction, the planned development 
of the airport in general and aircraft noise related topics. Responses 
to initiatives and questions are submitted with a minimum of de-
lay, but at the same time comprehensively, including a professional  
explanation of the issue.

2004 – 2019 Environmental Initiative Trends
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In 2019, we 

received a total of 

105 environmental 

initiatives.
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EMPLOYEE CARE 

Employee Growth and Contentment

The Prague Airport group pays systematic attention to the development of professional experience, expertise and 
skills of its employees by means of an internal vocational training system.  Based on requirements highlighted in 
an employee questionnaire survey and goals of our long-term strategy, we have included additional profession-
-related topics to the offer of development options and opportunities. This is evidenced by an almost one-fifth 
year-on-year increase in the number of vocational and development activities offered. 

Vocational Training

Last year, we focused on building communities and effective colla-
boration across the company, alongside the development of man-
agerial and individual leadership skills of senior employees through 
established partnerships with foreign airports. We continue to fo-
cus on developing talented employees, supporting learners at all 
levels and improving the conditions for the performance of their 
professional practice. Last but not least, we have intensified and 
expanded employee training in digital skills. An educational portal 
for the development of communication and remote cooperation 
was created.

Balanced Professional and Personal Life

We pay special attention to our employees and their complex life 
situations. We have increased our awareness of possible solutions 
and established cooperation with partners in the area of debt co-
llection and foreclosure advice. We also conduct internal seminars 
to increase resistance to stress, effective self-management and 
improved integration of professional and personal life. Provided 
it is not in conflict with the operations of a particular department, 
we continue to support flexible working hours, part-time jobs and  
a home office concept. 

Number of Trainings Addended by Employees in Reported Period

Average Number of Hours Dedicated to Training  
by Employees in Reported Period

150,52
Management

0
Production

39,2
Technicians 
and Workers

23,76
Administration

2018 Specialised Occupational Soft skills E-learning Initial 
Training

Language 
Courses Sum Total

Number of Events 351 1,900 135 – 24 47 2,457

Number of Participants 1,121 15,658 1,454 17,216 1,121 220 36,790

2019 Specialised Occupational Soft skills E-learning Initial 
Training

Language 
Courses Sum Total

Number of Events 425 2,210 246 – 24 77 2,982

Number of Participants 1,473 19,267 1,655 11,326 1,326 265 45,312
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Supporting Employed Parents 

We offer the option of enrolling children of our employees in the 
nearby Kněževes preschool. We also organise regular events for 
children of our employees, namely Children’s Day in an attractive 
airport setting and St. Nicholas’s Day party at external locations. 
Parents on leave actively participate in short-term projects in the 
form of time-limited jobs. 

Employee Structure

Number of Employees

LA+CAH
2,076

CSAT
663

CSAH
531

CAH01
407

2015

SUM TOTAL 3,270

LA+CAH
2,511

CSAT
796

CSAH
629

2018

SUM TOTAL 3,936

LA+CAH
2,148

CSAT
738

CSAH
563

CAH01
350

2016

SUM TOTAL 3,449

LA+CAH
2,311

CSAT
768

CSAH
625

CAH01
367

2017

SUM TOTAL 3,704

LA01
2,926

CSAT
849

CSAH
561

2019

SUM TOTAL 4,336

Pension Insurance

Life Insurance

Subsidised Company 
Canteen

H-Plus Individual Medical 
Care

Children’s Holiday Contribution 

Company Vehicles

Transport to Work (Other  
Than Public Transport Benefit)

Massages

Language Courses

Parking of Employee 
Personal Vehicles and 
Motorcycles

Anniversary Gifts / Bonuses 
(Life and Work Anniversaries, 
Retirement)

Lunch Vouchers

Personal Liability Insurance

Cafeteria

Multisport Card

Preschool

Wide Range of Employee 
Benefits Provided  
by Prague Airport
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Male / Female Ratio

Total number of employees on parental leave per authorisation / Total number of employees on parental 
leave, divided by gender.

Company

FEMALE MALE

AUTHORISED / ON LEAVE IN FACT AUTHORISED / ON LEAVE IN FACT

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

CAH 8 / 2 6 / 2 8 / 5 8 / 8 – / – 16 / 0 12 / 0 16 / 0 8 / 0 11 / 0

LA 30 / 21 31 / 15 22 / 16 22 / 22 33 / 42 71 / 0 87 / 1 80 / 0 86 / 0 58 / 1

CSAH 33 / 28 18 / 18 15 / 15 9 / 9 11 / 11 16 / 0 12 / 0 16 / 0 8 / 0 11 / 0

CSAT 4 / 1 2 / 0 5 / 3 3 / 3 1 / 1 31 / 0 24 / 1 37 / 0 42 / 0 31 / 0

Sum Total 75 / 52 57 / 35 50 / 39 42 / 42 45 / 54 134 / 0 135 / 2 149 / 0 144 / 0 111 / 1

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

57.9%

42.1%

71.2%

28.8 %

52.5%

47.5%

88.8%

11.2%

70.4%

29.6%

70.3%

29.7%

69.9%

30.1%

69.7%

30.3%

69.88%

30.12%

90.1%

9.9%

52.9%

47.1%

70.4%

29.6%

56.4%

43.6%

88.9%

11.1%

52.9%

47.1%

70.9%

29.1%

56.0%

44.0%

88.6 %

11.4%

50.2%

49.8%

68.1%

31.9%

87.75%

12.25%

54.37%

45.63%

67.67%

32.33%

TOTAL
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Employees per types of agreements (definite / indefinite period of time), divided by gender.

Company Year

PRIMARY EMPLOYMENT –  
DEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME

PRIMARY EMPLOYMENT –  
INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME

Sum TotalFemale Male Female Male 

CSAH

2015 5% 3% 42% 49% 100%

2016 12% 13% 36% 40% 100%

2017 17% 15% 30% 38% 100%

2018 12% 9% 38% 41% 100%

2019 8% 12% 37% 43% 100%

CSAT

2015 1% 12% 10% 77% 100%

2016 0% 17% 10% 74% 100%

2017 2% 13% 9% 76% 100%

2018 2% 13% 10% 75% 100%

2019 2% 14% 10% 73% 100%

CAH

2015 6% 14% 36% 44% 100%

2016 6% 4% 38% 52% 100%

2017 8% 11% 36% 45% 100%

PRG

2015 5% 6% 24% 65% 100%

2016 7% 10% 23% 60% 100%

2017 7% 11% 23% 60% 100%

2018 7% 12% 24% 56% 100%

2019 7% 10% 25% 58% 100%
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Per Number of Years in Company

Employees per types of agreements (primary employment / secondary employment), divided by gender.

Company Year

FEMALE MALE
Sum  
TotalSecondary 

Employment / DPČ + DPP
Primary 

Employment / HPP
Secondary 

Employment / DPČ + DPP
Primary 

Employment / HPP

CSAH

2016 18.4% 26.9% 24.6% 30.1% 100.0%

2017 18.5% 27.5% 23.4% 30.6% 100.0%

2018 17.5% 27.4% 27.6% 27.5% 100.0%

2019 15.2% 26.2% 27.2% 31.4% 100.0%

CSAT

2016 0.4% 9.5% 3.4% 86.7% 100.0%

2017 0.9% 10.1% 7.8% 81.3% 100.0%

2018 0.8% 10.3% 7.9% 81.0% 100.0%

2019 0.8% 11.2% 8.1% 79.9% 100.0%

CAH
2016 4.2% 40.7% 2.4% 52.6% 100.0%

2017 3.6% 41.4% 2.2% 52.8% 100.0%

PRG

2016 5.2% 25.8% 7.6% 61.4% 100.0%

2017 4.8% 25.2% 8.6% 61.4% 100.0%

2018 3.8% 28.3% 7.4% 60.5% 100.0%

2019 4.8% 28.7% 6.5% 60.0% 100.0%

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
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EMPLOYEE CARE

Passenger Check-in Counter Worked in Terminal 2 Aircraft Mechanic During Base Maintenance in Hangar F

Age Structure of Employees

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

AVERAGE AGE
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under 30 years 30 – 39 years 40 – 49 years 50 – 59 years over 60 years
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Health and Safety at Workplace

In our industry, safety always come first. We pay attention to ensure a healthy work environment and safe employee 
conduct at all levels of the company. Occupational safety training is one of the guiding principles of the Group. 

EMPLOYEE CARE

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)  

1,124,492 pcs. of PPE purchased

5,425 PPE types used at the airport

Entry Training 

1,032 trained employees (newcomers) 
1,440 minutes of entry training sessions

Occupational Health Examinations 

1,856 Examinations performed

198 Vaccinations

45 serious work-related injuries (9 fewer than in 2018)

1,776 days of incapacity and 38 injured limbs

3,390,357 CZK compensation paid

Breathalyzer Tests

155 performed tests

Automated External Defibrillators 

10 AEDs located around the airport
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Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Number of Employees 3,760 3,503 3,404 3,269 3,449 3,842 3,936 4,192

Number of Injuries  
per 100 Employees 1.70% 1.51% 1.41% 1.44% 1.42% 1.43% 1.37% 1.07%

Number of Work-related Injuries 
Resulting in Incapacity  54 45

Year
Injuries 

Resulting  
in Incapacity

Injuries Not 
Resulting in 
Incapacity

SUM TOTAL

Proportional 
Number of 
Employees 

per Year

Percentage 
of Injuries 
Resulting  

in Incapacity

Percentage of 
Injuries Not 

Resulting  
in Incapacity

Sum Total 
of Injured 

Employees

2015 38 90 128 2,911 1.31% 3.09% 4.40%

2016 49 115 164 3,116 1.57% 3.69% 5.26%

2017 54 114 168 3,890 1.39% 2.93% 4.32%

2018 54 102 156 3,936 1.37% 2.59% 3.96%

2019 45 111 156 4,784 0.94% 2.32% 3.26%

Number of Employees and Work-Related Injuries

Average Number of Injuries in Relation to Number of Employees

EMPLOYEE CARE

Aircraft Baggage Handler Locksmith Repairing Escalator
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Healthy Employees

Employee Swimming 

Last year, again, employees of the Prague Airport Group were able 
to attend swimming sessions, this time in two blocks – one in spring 
and one in autumn. The aim of the sessions, which took place in Stra-
hov swimming pool, was to master the basics of swimming styles, 
improve endurance and work on dynamics, all under the guidance 
of an experienced professional trainer.

Biking to Work

The month of May, traditionally, belongs to cyclists and other fans 
of motorless commuting to and from work. A total of 76 employees 
took part in the popular “Biking to Work” initiative, forming 18 teams. 
In July, the project was followed by an internal competition, which 
ran until the end of September, and was ended with a group ride and 
a pleasant get-together at the end of the cycling season. Several air-
port employees took part in the autumn Author Pražská 50tka race 
in Prague 6, to which Prague Airport was the official partner.

Tennis Courts 

The year 2019 introduced an indeed welcome novelty for airport ten-
nis enthusiasts. In addition to the regular operation of tennis courts, 
when each employee could play by prior agreement and online res-
ervation, a long-term AeroOpen tennis competition was launched 
in the summer months. The pilot year of the long-term tournament 
welcomed players in two categories - beginners and advanced.  
A total of 25 tennis enthusiasts took part in the competition. A partic-
ipant package was prepared for each player, which included, among 
other things, a set of sweatbands, a sports bottle and tennis balls. 
The first three players in each category won trophies and other small 
prizes. The most important and valuable prize by far was, however, 
won by each participant in the tournament – the joint experience 
of sports competitions, meeting a number of new colleagues and 
measuring tennis skills in a friendly and fair-play spirit.

Airport Fitness

A brand-new fitness centre launched operations on the airport 
premises in June 2019. Thanks to the support of Prague Airport, 
airport employees enjoy more favourable conditions at the centre 
in the form of discounts on permanent passes and regular events, 
alongside a number of other benefits.

EMPLOYEE CARE
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Running Competitions

The range of popular sports across the airport is really wide. However,  
one sport branch rises above all and enjoys the greatest popularity – 
the phenomenon of today, running and jogging. 

In 2019, employees of the Prague Airport Group participated in  
a number of running projects. The start of the season was marked by 
the Run with Us project, which included 4 races in the surrounding 
municipalities of the airport. The main part of the running season 
traditionally belongs to the RunCzech running league races. The 
most popular race of the series was, traditionally, the Prague O2 Re-
lay, in which a record 48 airport employees divided into 12 teams 
took part in the hot Stromovka park at the end of June. Airport em-
ployees were also present at other races, such as the Hostivice run 
or the September Ten in Běchovice, which is considered the official 
championship of the Czech Republic in road running.

Football Tournament

The 21st year of the Prague Airport Cup football tournament was 
hosted by the Tuchoměřice football field. A total of 12 teams formed 
by employees of Prague Airport and its allied units competed for the 
cup.

Days of Health 

During three days of health, we offered our employees the oppor-
tunity to have their health checked and learn more about a healthy 
lifestyle. The offer included a variety of workshops, lectures and ex-
aminations, such as blood sugar tests, eye exams, birthmark checks 
and various workshops on the prevention of cancer and cardiovas-
cular diseases. At the same time, employees could buy fruit for CZK 
1 in the canteens. The employee reaction to the events was very 
positive.

EMPLOYEE CARE
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Social Events 

We organise various events for both employees and their 
families and children. We try to increase their involvement 
and participation through various competitions or chari-
table events within the company, such as:

• Aeroparty 
• Children’s Day for Children of Employees
• St. Nicholas’s Day for Children of Employees

EMPLOYEE CARE

AEROPARTY
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EMPLOYEE CARE

St. Nicholas’s Day at Prague Airport 

CHILDREN’S 
DAY
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LOCAL COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND CO-OPERATION
We consider quality neighbourly coexistence to be an important part of our sustainable development. The existing, 
well-working co-operation is underpinned by regular grant programmes, open communication and ongoing dialogue.

Grant Programmes

We donate a part of our revenue to support the development of mu-
nicipalities and Prague boroughs affected by air traffic. To ensure 
transparency, the financial support is provided through grant pro-
grammes with clearly defined rules and purpose.

LIVING IN HARMONY Grant Programme

The Living in Harmony grant programme focuses on the supp-
ort of environmental activities. In 2019, funding totalling CZK 
24,032,095 was distributed by us under the programme among 
applicants from municipalities and boroughs in our vicinity. The 
allocated funds may be invested in projects focused on one of the 
five pre-defined environmental areas (i.e. air and water protecti-
on, greenery care, noise protection and waste management) at 
the discretion and based on priorities of the target location. 

The applicant invested the allocated funds in regular maintenance 
and reconstruction of public areas and green spaces, construction 
of water and sewage systems, construction and operation of a was-
te sorting system, removal of illegal landfills and large waste, con-
struction of children’s playgrounds, bicycle paths and more. 

GOOD NEIGHBOUR Grant Programme

Alongside environmental initiatives, we support other aspects of 
the everyday lives of local communities. Every year, we allocate 
CZK 10 million under the programme. Funds can be drawn by 
both municipalities and Prague boroughs, as well as civic associ-
ations, sports clubs and other organisations active in the airpor-
t’s immediate vicinity, and used for projects in the arts, sport, 
education, healthcare and social work. .

Language Learning Support

We support children from primary schools located around the ai-
rport in learning foreign languages, covering the costs of their lan-
guage study visits to foreign countries and conversation classes 
with native speakers. 

 
Neighbourhood Events

In 2019, we accepted an invitation and participated in Roadshow 
events organised by our neighbours, where local residents were 
provided with the opportunity to talk in person to experts on air-
port operations, development and environmental issues as well as 
participate in a contest for air tickets and discuss airport job details 
with our recruiters.   

Open Communication 

We consider open communication with representatives of municipa-
lities and Prague boroughs in our vicinity to be the basis for fostering 
mutual trust and a means of identifying additional ways of cooperati-
on. In 2019, regular meetings of Prague Airport management with the 
management of Prague Airport Region, an association of municipali-
ties and Prague boroughs surrounding the airport (hereinafter “PAR”), 
continued to be organised. This platform has, to mutual satisfaction, 
proved to be very effective with respect to the frequency of meetings 
(see page 83 chart: Method and Frequency of Communication).  

We continue to use various ways of conveying information as we 
feel obliged to regularly inform our neighbours of all matters of im-
portance related to Václav Havel Airport Prague operations. Every 
month, electronic newsletters with the most important airport 
information are issued. Several times a year, a Together printed 
bulletin is distributed to mailboxes of people living in direct airport 
surroundings. The bulletin features things worth noting during past 
terms, recommendations for comfortable travelling, interesting de-
stination tips and crossword puzzle contests.  

Prague Airport regularly visits its surrounding municipalities 
as part of a Roadshow project. 

Since our voluntary introduction of the scheme in 2004, 
we have invested over CZK 580 million Czech crowns  
in various projects realised in airport-surrounding areas. 

Since 2004, we have invested over 355 million Czech  
crowns in environmental projects in our immediate vicinity.  

In 2019, over 5 million crowns were invested in 
language learning support.
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LOCAL COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND CO-OPERATION

In the 2018/2019 
school year, nearly 

1,700 pupils attended 
environmental 

classes.

Aid and Co-operation

Passing on Our Knowledge

For the ninth year in a row, we have organised environmental classes 
with Mr. Bee for fourth and fifth graders attending Primary Schools in 
airport-surrounding areas. The goal of the programme is to enhance  
environmental awareness and provide information about ways of 
handling environmental issues at Václav Havel 
Airport Prague and other places. A series 
of lectures connected with the environ-
ment, namely noise, emissions, water 
cleansing and protection, waste and 
recycling, is incorporated in the cu-
rriculum. The final event takes place 
at the airport showcasing interesting 
airport jobs. 

Acting Neighbourly

We strive to be a good neighbour to our immediate vicinity, for 
example, by helping with pruning large trees, arranging transport 
for seniors and children from orphanages, the option of using ai-
rport medical emergency services, fire-fighting units and more. 
We also help by providing occasional support in the form of con-
sultations by airport experts and the provision of state-of-the-art 
airport equipment. This often represents great help and solves 
problems without the need of contacting specialised companies.

Airport for Aviation Enthusiasts

We offer several options of getting closer to aircraft to those interes-
ted in air traffic. Aircraft spotters can use free of charge two outdoor 
viewing decks, terraces in terminal buildings and special holes in 
the airport fencing.

The Quietest Carrier of the Year 

The Quietest Airline Contest is organised every year to motivate ai-
rlines to pursue a constructive approach to environmental protec-
tion and a considerate approach to municipalities and boroughs in 
the vicinity of Václav Havel Airport Prague. Together with Prague 6 
municipality representatives, we presented the trophy, in the form 
of glass swallows, and the 2019 Quietest Airline title to British Airwa-
ys during a meeting of Prague Airport representatives with Mayors 
of airport surrounding municipalities and boroughs in 2019. Noise 
levels, adherence to flight routes and aircraft load factors per indivi-
dual airlines are evaluated during the summer season when opera-
tions at Václav Havel Airport Prague are the most intense.

Permanent Medical Services 

A contractual partner, First Aid workers of the Association of the 
Samaritans of the Czech Republic (ASCR), provides permanent me-
dical services at Václav Havel Airport Prague. As part of our good 
relations with the neighbouring areas, we offer residents of surroun-
ding areas the option of using the modern facilities and equipment 
of our medical unit in cases of medical emergencies, treating both 
children and adult patients.

We look for further opportunities for co-operation and support of 
surrounding communities within our capabilities. 

Method and Frequency of Communication

Method of Communication Focus Frequency

Meetings of PA Management  
with PAR Management Municipal Representatives 6 times a year

Meetings of PA Management  
with Municipal Representatives  Municipal Representatives At least twice yearly

One-on-One Meetings  
with Municipal Representatives Municipal Representatives Per request

Participation of PA in Public Sessions Municipal Representatives and the General Public Per request by municipality/borough

Discussions with Residents the General Public Per request by representatives

Informative and Fun Afternoons the General Public Once a year

Electronic Newsletters the General Public Once a month

Together Printed Bulletin the General Public 3 – 4 times a year
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OTHER FORMS OF SUPPORT
We complement our corporate responsibility strategy with the support of the non-profit sector. Here we see the 
benefit in a partnership rather than just in philanthropic activities. We place great emphasis on the active involve-
ment of our employees and their contribution to the successful social responsibility execution. Our employees are 
involved, for example, in the decision-making process on who receives our help. 

Employee Volunteering

We support corporate volunteering. Each employee may dedicate 
the equivalent of a day’s work to a non-profit organisation from our 
neighbourhood selected across the spectrum of interest.

Volunteer days are supported by the company both organisationally 
and financially and planned over several days to accommodate em-
ployees working in shifts.

Other Forms of Assistance

WINGS OF HELP Grant Programme 

Every year, we call for proposals under the grant programme to 
support people with disabilities. In 2019, for the first time, proposals 
were limited to those submitted by the Prague Airport group em-
ployees. Projects to receive our financial aid were then selected ba-
sed on an employee vote. In 2019, we distributed over CZK 500,000 
under the programme.

People in Need

It has become a tradition that, as part of the Cafeteria programme, 
employees have the opportunity to waive a proportion of their be-
nefits in favour of the People in Need organisation, our long-term 
partner in the support of the philanthropic sector. The amount paid 
by each employee is then matched by Prague Airport. In 2019, this 
way, we supported the programme helping socially vulnerable and 
disadvantaged children in the area of education with the amount of 
CZK 237,436. At the same time, People in Need has a public collecti-
on coin bank at Prague Airport

Help for Leonka  – Tweet and Comments 
Twitter Impressions (i.e. a total tally of all the times the 
Tweet has been seen): 6,590; 
and a comment to the Tweet.

In 2019, the following organisations 
enjoyed this form of our support: 

• Klokánek Hostivice, a temporary emergency  
shelter for children.  

• Domov sv. Karla Boromejského (the Saint Charles 
Borromeo Home), an ecclesiastical facility providing 
professional care to ill and age-advanced seniors. 

• Na ovoce, z.s., a community platform supporting  
wild growing fruit trees. 

• Dědina residential, rehabilitation and retraining 
centre for the visually impaired.

• AVES z.s., a rescue station helping injured and 
abandoned wildlife. 

• Helppes – an assistance dogs training centre. 
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NON-PROFIT SECTOR SUPPORT

Public Collections and Coin Banks

Airport premises are an attractive location for holding public  
collections. Thus, we support selected non-profit organisations in 
this way. The proceeds from four Coin Banks are divided among 
eight organisations carefully selected to represent a wide range 
of worthy causes.

Traditionally, at the beginning of the year, we join the largest  
public collection in the Czech Republic, the Three Kings Collec-
tion. Proceeds from the event organised by the Czech Catholic 
Charity are used for helping the ill, handicapped, seniors, mothers 
with children in need and other socially challenged groups.

Internally Collected Items

Every year, we organise collections of tangibles for various organi-
zations among the employees of the Prague Airport group. We have 
supported, for example, the Salvation Army, the Dědina residential, 
rehabilitation and retraining centre for the visually impaired, the 
K srdci klíč (the Key to the Heart) organisation and the Sue Ryder 
foundation. 

Entry in Bone Marrow Donor Registry

In December 2019, we organised enrolments into the registry of 
bone marrow donors directly at the airport. Over 50 employees 
were registered in the IKEM registry on the spot. The event launched 
a nationwide campaign of IKEM and the Fire and Rescue Service of 
the Czech Republic.

Continued Search for Additional Aid Options

Our employees show their commitment and engage in various acti-
vities organised by our company. In 2019, we internally collected  
a carload of items and clothing for homeless people to be distribu-
ted by the Key to the Heart organisation and the Dědina residential, 
rehabilitation and retraining centre for the visually impaired.

Repaired Memorial to Second World War 
Heroes

At our expense, we had the memorial to the victims of World War 
II repaired. The new monument, carved by the Skrbek stonework 
company from the Czech Vahlovice granite, commemorates aviati-
on heroes. In the battles of World War II, they not only contributed 
to the victory of the Allies over Nazi Germany, but also to the buil-
ding of civil aviation in our country. The memorial is located in the 
area SOUTH of Prague Airport opposite the Civil Aviation Authority 
office.

Česká společnost AIDS pomoc, o.s.  
(The Czech AIDS Help Society) CZK 117 901

Nadace Taťány Kuchařové – Krása pomoci (Tatana 
Kucharova Foundation – Beauty of Help) CZK 243 483,77

Člověk v tísni, o.p.s. (People in Need) 
CZK 196 145,24

Centrum Paraple, o.p.s. (The Paraple Centre)

Klub přátel dětí dětských domovů, o.s.  
(Club of Friends of Orphans)

FOD Klokánek Hostivice (The Fund of Endangered 
Children Kangaroo House Shelter in Hostivice)

Dětský domov Kladno (Kladno Orphanage)

Nadace Naše dítě (Our Child Foundation)

Clothes Collection – wardrobe completely full. 
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ABOUT THE REPORT
The Prague Airport Group Profile and Sustainable Development Report is published annually since 2009 in various 
forms. All previous issues are available here. 

Despite the fact that the data hereto published have not been reviewed by an external auditor, the Prague Airport Group Profile and 
Sustainable Development Report contains reliable, relevant and standardised information processed in accordance with the GRI  
Standards: Core Option. 

(Global Reporting Initiative) Indicators Review 

GRI 102 Organisation Profile

102-1 Company Name

102-2 Corporate Activities

102-3, 4 Registered Seat, Address

102-5, 6, 7 Legal Form, Markets, Organisation Size

102-8 Employees

102-9, 10 Business Partners

102-11 Prevention Principle

102-12 External Initiatives

102-13 Memberships in Associations

102-14 Foreword by the Chairman of the Board

102-16, 17 Company Values and Ethical Conduct 

102-18 Company Structure 

102-40, 42 Stakeholder Groups 

102-41 Collective Agreements

102- 50, 51, 52, 54 Reference Period, Cycle, the Most Recent Report  

102-55 Contact Person

102-56 List of GRI Indicators   

GRI 200 Economy

201-1 Economic Figures

203-1 Investments in Infrastructure and Services

204-1 Support to Local Suppliers

205-1 Anti-corruption Conduct   

GRI

Contact: csr@prg.ero
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ABOUT THE REPORT

GRI 400 Employees

401-1 Employee Fluctuation  

401-2 Employee Benefits  

401-3 Parental Leave

402-1 Collective Agreements

403-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 Employee Health and Safety  

404-1, 2 Employee Vocational Training 

405-1 Employee Diversity

GRI 300 Environment

303-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Water Protection 

304-2 Biodiversity 

305-1, 2, 3, 5, 7 Emissions 

306-1, 2, 4 Waste Management 

307-1 Environmental Protection Compliance – ISO 14001

GRI 413 Local Communities

413-1, 2 Relations with Local Communities 

Aviation Sector

A01 Number of Passengers  

A02 Number of Aircraft Movements 

A04 Rainwater  

A05 Emissions and Air Protection 

A06 De-Icing Agents 

A07 Noise
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